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• FEATURE 
USD career services p. 10-11 
Students see future at Career Expo 
BY SCOTT DENAULT 
STAFF WRITER 
Last week the USD student 
body got a closer look into 
what their futures might bring 
when the career expo came to 
campus. On Thursday April 3 
companies set up information 
booths outside of the UC so 
the student body could learn 
about various occupations 
they could be interested in 
doing. 
Other companies that at­
tended the expo were com­
panies that the general public 
does not hear about, so they 
took the opportunity of a col­
lege career day to put their 
names out there with hopes 
of recruiting students. There 
were also a few big name 
companies such as Abercrom-
bie and Fitch, Sea World and 
Union Bank of California. 
The U.S. Air Force, the 
FBI and the Peace Corps were 
just a handful of the govern­
ment agencies present at the 
expo. These companies gave 
students a chance to look into 
jobs that they see advertised 
in the media, movies and TV 
shows to see exactly what 
they are all about. 
"The companies that are 
part of the government were 
very interesting because we careerexpo/. 
hear so much about them, 
but never actually see what it 
would take to work for them 
or to know what they do be­
sides what we see in movies," 
junior Justin Saks said. 
Many students have al­
ready felt the impact of having 
a career day on campus. "I 
have already found a couple 
companies that I am interested 
in working for and I have got 
the cards of people who can 
help me get that job," senior 
Nate Lenz said. 
This event fosters a recip­
rocal relationship between the 
students on campus and the 
companies that participate. 
The students get a chance to 
talk to people who are already 
involved in jobs they may 
want to pursue and to connect 
someone who may be able to 
advise them while applying 
for a job with that company. 
On the other hand, the com­
panies get a chance to show 
students who will be looking 
for jobs soon what they are all 
about and get their names out 
there with students all over 
campus. Students can still 
go to the career expo website 
to see the list of companies 
that attended. For more in­
formation visit http://www. 
sandiego.edu/careers/events/ 
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA 
A student receives information from Geico, one of the compa­




BY MELISSA BLEAK 
STAFF WRITER 
Author Percival Everett 
came to USD Friday to read 
excerpts from his novel "The 
Water Cure." 
Dr. Jericho Brown from the 
English department introduced 
Everett and his work. Brown 
said, "Percival Everett means 
to write fiction that asks the 
type of questions other authors 
are afraid to ask." 
Everett began, "This novel 
is non sequitur and non-chron­
ological so I'll just read from 
wherever I want." He then 
flipped through his novel and 
read for about a half an hour 
from random passages. 
"The Water Cure" is the 
journal of a man whose daugh­
ter has been kidnapped, raped 
and killed. His journal entries 
are in response to his subse­
quent actions of taking the 
man hostage that he thinks is 
responsible for his daughter's 
death and torturing him in 
New Mexico. Everett says that 
he wrote "The Water Cure" as 
a response to the war. 
f 
See EVERETT, page 3 
hosts student fashion show 
MARY BETH BARKER/THE VISTA 
Jessica Perer took the stage along with members from eyery sorority Tuesday in order to raise 
money for this year's philanthropy fashion show. Stores in the San Diego area gave clothing 
and sororities made donations with all proceeds going to the Ali Kemp Foundation. 
Food drive fosters 
philanthropy spirit 
BY AL ANN A STREI 
GUEST WRITER 
In the midst of Greek Phi­
lanthropy Week, altruism is 
being seen all over campus. 
Yet outside Greek life, stu­
dents are hosting a food drive 
to help San Diegans affected 
by AIDS and other critical 
illnesses receive nutritional 
meals through a non-profit 
organization. 
Students are working to 
raise food for Mama's Kitch­
en, a volunteer based orga­
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Kitchen was founded in 
1990 when volunteers from 
the AIDS Assistance Fund 
"discovered that people with 
AIDS were dying from com­
plications of malnutrition 
long before their immune 
systems were overcome by 
AIDS-related infections. 
Many were low-income and 
too ill, isolated or emotion­
ally devastated to help them­
selves. Mama's Kitchen was 
established to offer nutrition 
support by way of a home 
meal delivery service. Since 
See FOOD DRIVE, page 3 
SPORTS 
• Baseball sweeps Zags p. 17 
• Grier stays p. 18 
• Johnson part three p. 19 
NEWS 
Courtney Hoffman News Editor 
The Vista Thursday, April 10, 2008 
Newsworthy: 
"Our allies, Arab countries, the U.N. and the Iraqis themselves 
will not step up to their responsibilities if we recklessly retreat." 
choffman@usdvista.com "Senator l°hn McCain 
BY LIZ BUCKLEY 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
Withdrawal of troops from 
Iraq to be suspended 
Gen. David Petraeus, the com­
manding military leader in Iraq, has 
advised the United States to suspend 
indefinitely removal of troops from 
Iraq until after July. In a progress 
report delivered to Congress Petraeus 
recommended that the United States 
reevaluate the security level in Iraq 
before making promises about send­
ing troops home. There are currently 
160,000 troops in Iraq. Petraeus stated 
that Iraq is a complex and challenging 
situation that needs further assessment 
before more troops are withdrawn. 
Facebook introduces instant 
nicate with friends who are also online. 
At the bottom of every Facebook page 
an "Online Friends" button allows users 
to instant message available friends. 
The message system is rumored to com­
pete with America Online's AIM, which 
is currently the number one instant 
messaging service. Facebook has more 
than 69 million users while AOL has a 
reported 80 million. 
South Korea offers rewards 
ORLP BEAT 
Sources: BBC, CNN 
for voters 
JlFaceb  
||fv messag e system 
Facebook has revealed an instant 
messaging service called Facebook 
Chat that will allow users to commu-
South Korea is trying to entice 
voters to the polls by offering discount 
museum and park tickets. South Kore­
ans are voting in the parliamentary elec­
tions three months after. Lee Myung-
bak was elected president. President 
Lee Myung-bak is hoping for a parlia­
mentary majority to pass the reforms 
he promised during campaigning. The 
turnout at elections is expected to hit an 
all time low of 50 percent, the lowest it 
has been since the end of military rule 
20 years ago. 
Germany opens automated 
restaurant 
TV at the tables, chefs prepare the food 
and it is delivered on rails to the table. 
The restaurant is purported to be highly 
efficient and delicious. The automated 
meal saves the restaurant and the cus­
tomers money. Michael Mack, the 
restaurant owner, stated that he wanted 
to come up with a completely new res­
taurant system. 
England seizes alcohol from 
under-age drinkers 
England confiscated 44,000 pints of 
alcohol in two weeks from more than 
5,000 youths in an effort to curb under­
age drinking. The operation was the 
largest of its kind meant to discourage 
those under the age of 18 from obtain­
ing and drinking alcohol. The report 
outlines the problem spots in the en­
forcement of drinking laws including 
targeting retailers who sell to those who 
are under-age and adults who supply it 
for youths. 
Outbreak of bird flu 
. try of nearly 40 villages. Officials have 
killed 40,000 birds in an effort to con­
tain the disease. No reports of human 
infection have been detected. The strain 
was discovered after thousands of birds 
died unexpectedly and samples were 
sent to a laboratory to be examined. The 
first case of bird flu in India was in the 
western state of Maharashtra in 2006. 
Jails in Scotland filled to 
capacity 
A restaurant has opened in Germany 
that eliminates the need for waiters. Cus­
tomers order food from a touch-screen 
Overcrowded jails in Scotland are 
becoming a concern for the public who 
fear for their safety. Barlinnie, Scot­
land's largest prison is 50 percent over 
capacity. Dr. Andrew McLellan, chief 
inspector of prisons, stated that building 
more jails was not an option. He wants 
inmates with short-term sentences to be 
reconsidered for parole. 
Rising food prices prompt 
protest in Haiti 
confirmed in India 
In the Indian state of Tripura a strain 
of bird flu has been detected in the poul-
Haitian protestors attempted to break 
into the presidential palace in a demon­
stration against rising food prices. U.N. 
troops used tear gas to halt their efforts. 
Poli sci professors debate U.S. immigration policy 
Dr. David Shirk and Professor Nunez discuss different approaches to immigration reform 
BY ROBBIE THOMAS 
STAFF WRITER 
While presidential candidates con­
tinue to skirt around immigration 
reform, USD's political science de­
partment hosted a debate on immigra­
tion policy. 
The debate was between Dr. Shirk, 
director of the Trans-Border Insti­
tute and Professor Peter Nunez, J.D., 
former United States Attorney ap­
pointed by President Reagan in 1982 
and part time USD professor. Both 
offered a different perspective on im­
migration. 
Shirk is a specialist on U.S.­
Mexican affairs and works closely 
with charitable organizations such as 
Border Angels and Justice in Mexico 
Project, two groups working to better 
facilitate change and understanding 
in U.S.-Mexico relations. Nunez has 
worked extensively in the San Diego 
region as a district attorney. He has 
also advocated the additional stretch of 
wall being put up between the United 
States and Mexico. 
Both Shirk and Nunez agreed cur­
rent U.S. immigration policies were 
flawed, frustrating and not being en­
forced. 
"One thing everyone can agree with 
unequivocally is that the U.S. policy of 
immigration needs to be fixed. It is a 
policy that both sides of the issue are 
equally dissatisfied with," Shirk said. 
When an audience member asked 
why the U.S. has a hard time tracking 
illegal immigrants, Nunez said, "The 
U.S. has the power to track, and know 
who is a citizen or not. If everyone in 
Shirk and Nunez did agree that more 
attention needs to be paid to the people 
who benefit from illegal immigration, 
especially the employers who exploit 
migrant workers. 
One event that was a source of con­
tention was the U.S. decision to add ap­
proximately 700 miles of fortification 
to the U.S.-Mexican border. Shirk saw 
"One thing everyone can agree with unequivo­
cally is that the U.S. policy of immigration needs 
to be fixed. It is a policy that both sides of the 
issues are equally dissatisfied with." 
Dr. David Shirk, director of Trans-Border Institute 
the U.S. was required to carry a proof 
of citizenship I.D. card at all times, 
the issue would be moot. But that will 
never happen in the U.S. because civil 
liberties groups would never allow it." 
Shirk was quick to point out that the 
issue of I.D. cards brought up a good 
point. 
"So much attention is focused on 
the border, and keeping illegals out, 
but there isn't as much scrutiny once 
one gets into the United States," Shirk 
said. 
it as "ad hoc and patchy" while Nunez 
saw it as "effective." Nunez also said, 
"Where the fence is up, it works. It ac­
complishes its duty of keeping people 
out." 
Shirk responded, "All the fence 
does is one: allow for creative ways to 
get over and under the fence, and two: 
push people to travel to the areas that 
aren't guarded, such as the desert and 
ocean." Shirk then shocked the audi­
ence with an image of a woman who 
had died of dehydration. 
When asked about ways to improve 
immigration, both men had different 
opinions. Shirk supports an aid pack­
age that would bolster Mexico and 
help transform the country from a 
"sending" country, which is a nation 
that predominately sends its citizens 
out of their country for work and op­
portunities. 
"The U.S. did this for Spain and Ire­
land about a hundred years ago. Both 
countries were completely transformed 
from [sending] states, to [receiving] 
states," Shirk said. 
Nunez said increased border se­
curity and stronger sanctions against 
employers who knowingly hire illegal 
immigrants is the way to go. 
"Really, the only people who benefit 
from illegal immigration is consum­
ers and greedy employers. We need 
to show that this isn't OK, and that 
everyone bears the burden of this," he 
said. 
The debate ended when Nunez was 
asked whether or not real reform is 
possible. 
"Look, my generation has tried to 
fix immigration, and has failed. I doubt 
that in my lifetime, I'll see it fixed. We 
screwed it up. Your generation will be 
dealing with the burden worse than 
mine has. If you guys can fix it, God 
bless you," Nunez said. 
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Percival Everett discusses latest novel Students to 
host food 
drive for San 
Diegans 
FOOD DRIVE continued 
then Mama's Kitchen has prepared 
and delivered three nourishing meals a 
day, every day of the year, to the men, 
women and children affected by HIV/ 
AIDS in San Diego County." 
Since its creation, Mama's Kitchen 
has expanded to include The Family 
Grocery Bag Program, The Children's 
Nutritional Health Program and 
Mama's Pantry. 
In the past, USD students have lent 
a helping hand to a similar organiza­
tion, Special Delivery, through the 
University Ministry Program. 
"It's really easy. You just show up, 
and then you're able to help out how­
ever they need you. All of the employ­
ees are very friendly and some of the 
kindest people you'll meet," said USD 
senior Sam Perlich.. 
"Special Delivery is an opportunity 
to deliver meals to HIV/AIDS home 
bound patients and other terminally 
ill patients," said Kelly Martin, a rep­
resentative at the Romero Center for 
Faith in Action. "It's a short commit­
ment, but without the commitment of 
the volunteers that help out, the major­
ity of the people that receive the food 
wouldn't be eating. It might seem like 
something very small and easy, but to 
people who are receiving the meals it 
means whether or not they are fed for 
the day." 
Mama's Kitchen provides another 
opportunity to assist San Diegans af­
fected by HIV/AIDS and other critical 
illnesses. Students will be collecting 
non-perishable food items in front of 
the UC on Thursday, April 17 from 
12:30 to 2:15 p.m. 
WATER CURE continued 
After he concluded his reading, Ev­
erett took questions from the audience. 
When he was asked how the ~ 
seemingly unrelated story is 
related to the war he respond­
ed, "The murder of his child 
is his excuse for torturing the 
man." 
Some may remember Ever­
ett's wife Danzy Senna, who 
came to USD earlier in the 
year for a similar novel read­
ing. When asked whether his 
wife influences his writing he 
said, "She inspires me, but she 
is much more anxious about 
writing a novel. I am anxious when I am 
not writing a novel." 
Everett went on to explain more 
about his writing, "I have been accused 
of being a experimental novelist. No 
one knows what they are doing when advice to aspiring writers. First he said 
they write a novel, so everyone is writ- jokingly, "My advice to writers is marry 
ing an experimental novel.'.' money." He seriously answered the 
One audience member asked how he question saying, "read what you want 
to do and then do it all the 
time. People .listen to CDs 
over and over all the time, 
but they read books and 
give them away." 
He told people to pick up 
the classics and appreciate 
the power of the text, "I pick 
up Moby Dick' and open it 
and read any passage, not 
because I want to know what 
happens, but because I love 
the language." 
He concluded on that note 
and audience members were invited to 
have him sign their books. His novel 
"The Water Cure" and the other novels 
he has written are available online and 
in bookstores. 
Ml have been accused of being an 
experimental novelist. No one knows 
what they are doing when they write 
a novel, so everyone is writing an 
experimental novel." 
Percival Everett, author of "The Water Cure" 
was able to write 15 novels in such a 
short period of time; Everett responded 
by saying, "My motto is I won't get it 
done until I do it. I have written so many 
because I don't stress about it." 
Everett ended his brief talk giving 
"Bachelor" star speaks on humanitarian work 
All TAPPER/THE VISTA 
A student shakes hands with Andy Baldwin, the star of The Bachelor - An Officer and a Gentlemen." Baldwin, a Navy 
Seal doctor, spoke about his humanitarian efforts on April 4 on behalf of USD's Entrepreneurship Club Speakers 
Series. 
Students for Life show screening of "Human Trafficking" 
Duguay, illustrated the way that this by sex traffickers while on vacation in 
global human rights problem affects the Philippines, 
its victims by telling the stories of A question and answer discussion 
two women, a young mother from the with Markus Bickerstaff, outreach 
Human trafficking is modern-day slavery. 
According to the U.S. Department of State-
human trafficking is the third most profitable 
criminal activity after drugs and arms smuggling. 
BY MARK HEISEY 
CHIEF COPY EDITOR 
Students filled the UC Forum for 
a screening of "Human Trafficking," 
a drama which follows the lives of 
people affected by human trafficking. 
The Monday night event marked the 
beginning of L.I.F.E. Week, hosted by 
Students for Life. 
Human trafficking is modem-day 
slavery. According to the U.S. Depart­
ment of State, it involves the impris­
onment of millions of people, who are 
forced to work as prostitutes, laborers 
or child soldiers. Human trafficking 
is the third most profitable criminal 
activity after drugs and arms smug­
gling. 
"Human Trafficking," a Lifetime 
mini-series directed by Christian 
Czech Republic and a 16-year-old girl 
from the Ukraine, who are manipu­
lated into entering the United States, 
where they are forced into prostitu­
tion. The film also tells the story of a 
young American girl who is kidnapped 
specialist for the Bilateral Safety 
Corridor Coalition, and Heidi Her­
mann, the coordinator of Anti-Human 
Trafficking for the Salvation Army, 
Sierra Del Mar Division, followed the 
screening. 
The audience was shocked when 
they were informed by the speakers 
that the United States is the largest 
destination for trafficked humans. 
The speakers emphasized the role that 
demand plays in the human traffick­
ing industry. 
They also urged the audience to 
be aware of signs of human traffick­
ing. Bickerstaff pointed to a recent 
case where a San Diego hotel had 
employed hundreds of south Asian 
trafficking victims. 
L.I.F.E. Week continues tonight 
in the UC Forum with a screening 
of "The Human Experience," a film 
about two brothers who travel the 
world to discover what it means to be 
human, and on Friday with a genocide 
benefit concert in the Sports Center. 
Both events begin at 7 p.m. 
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public safety report [March 31- April 4 1 
MONDAY, MARCH 31 
University Center Main 
Dining: At 11:22 a.m. 
Public Safety responded 
to a report of a suspi­
cious individual that ap­
peared to be stealing 
food from Main Dining. 
Upon investigation the 
individual was contacted, 
identified as a non-stu­
dent and advised by both 
Public Safety and SDPD 
that should he return to 
campus he would be sub­
ject to possible arrest 
for trespassing. 
Mission Crossroads: At 
2:55 p.m. Public Safety 
contacted the driver of 
a vehicle that had run 
a stop sign on campus. 
Upon investigation a 
paint ball gun was discov­
ered in the vehicle. The 
student was referred to 
Student Affairs for pos­
session of a weapon on 
campus. 
San Antonio da Padua: 
At 1:55 p.m. a bias 
motivated incident was 
reported. The incident 
involved a statement 
that had been written on 
a paper posted on the 
door of a resident apart­
ment in San Antonio de 
Padua. Public Safety 
took photos of the state­
ment. 
TUESDAY, APRIL 1 
IPJ, Maher and im­
maculate fountaina: At 
11:06 a.m. Public Safety 
responded to a report 
of three university foun­
tains that had been van­
dalized. Upon investiga­
tion it was determined 
that soap had been put 
in the fountains. 
Cuyamaca Hall: At 9:59 
p.m. Public Safety re­
sponded to a report of 
a broken residence hall 
window. Upon investiga­
tion it was determined 
that the window was 
possibly broken by a 
tennis ball. 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2 
University Center At 
11:03 a.m. Public Safety 
responded to a report 
of a student that had 
forged various university 
documents. Upon inves­
tigation the student was 
referred to Student Af­
fairs. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 3 
Hughes Center: At 1 29 
p.m. Public Safety re­
sponded to a report of 
three female students 
that were receiving ha­
rassing phone calls from 
an unknown number. A 
report with SDPD was 
also filed and the cell 
phone provider was noti­
fied. 
Mother Rosalie Hill Hall: 
At 6:23 p.m. Public 
. Safety responded to a 
report of an intoxicat­
ed individual creating 
a disturbance in Bert's 
Bistro. While en route 
to detox the individual 
became uncooperative 
and began yelling pro­
fanities at the officer. 
The individual was no 
longer a candidate for 
detox and SDPD was 
contacted. The indi­
vidual was arrested for 
being drunk in public. 
San Buenaventura Hall: 
At 11:59 p.m. Resident 
Assistants cited 11 
resident students for 
Minor in Possession. 
Tijuana trabaja para mejorar su imagen 
Nuestro vecino al sur organiza una exposicion enfocada en turismo y artesania 
BY DANIEL HERRERA 
STAFF WRITER 
La convencion de Tijuana 
y la secretarfa de turismo se 
han unido para organizar y 
promocionar la ciudad. La 
colaboracion de estos grupos 
se lleva a cabo para promover 
una imagen positiva de Ti­
juana y tambien para tomar 
mas ventaja de la posicion 
geografica de esta ciudad, ya 
que es frontera con los Esta-
dos Unidos. De esta manera 
se podra capturar el interes 
del turismo de ambos lados de 
la frontera para poder educar 
sobre la cultura mexicana. 
Esta exposicion se llevara 
a cabo del 30 de abril al 5 de 
mayo del presente ano. La ad-
mision sera totalmente gratuita 
en la explanada cultural del 
centra de Tijuana. Los horari-
os seran de 10 a.m.-8 p.m. y 
se espera'recibir aproximada-
lugar y al mismo tiempo con-
ocer la artesania mexicana al 
igual que su arte. Habra una 
variedad de artesanias hechas 
a mano de todas las regiones 
de Mexico. De esta manera los 
turistas podran convertirse en 
Las metas de esta .ex­
posicion incluyen el conocer 
las artesanias poco comunes de 
las regiones mas importantes 
de Mexico en un solo lugar, 
el ofrecerle a los compradores 
nacionales e internacionales 
Uno podra explorar la ciudad de Tijuana en un solo lugar 
y al mismo tiempo conocer la artesania mexicana al igual 
que su arte. 
mente a 5,000 personas. 
Uno podra explorar la 
ciudad de Tijuana en un solo 
compradores nacionales e in­
ternacionales y asf generaran 
ingresos para la ciudad. 
la oportunidad de convivir de 
una manera directa con los 
fabricantes de los productos y 
asf poder promocionar la ex-
portacion de estos productos. 
Al mismo tiempo la ciudad 
de Tijuana se podra benefi-
ciar del turismo que esta ex­
posicion traera y de una buena 
imagen para la region. La meta 
mas importante es traer a los 
mejores artesanos del estado 
de Baja California y de todo 
Mexico. 
Algunos de los productos 
que podra encontrar en esta 
exposicion son floras, orna-
mentos navidenos, ceramica, 
cuadros, esqueletos, piezas de 
madera, rompope, vino, hierro, 
piezas de vidrio, plateria, 
velas, muebles, rapa, manteles 
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Jillian Anthony CF Editor janthony@usdvista.com 
Dear Jilla 
Thursday, April 10, 2008 
Schoolworthy: 
"[Rainbows] should be a requirement 
to attend USD." 
- Giovanni Gonzales 
• BY JILLIAN ANTHONY 
CAMPUS Focus EDITOR 
Dear Jilla: 
"How can I get back in some­
one 's good graces after a night 
of debauchery and inexcusable 
behavior? " 
- Melancholy in Maher 
Well, first of all, I have a ques­
tion for you, M in M. What did 
you do? What kind of madness 
transpired over the weekend 
to inspire you to seek out help 
from Jilla? 
There are so many possibili­
ties running through my mind. 
Did you hit up one too many 
locations in Pacific Beach and 
subsequently make a regrettable 
decision? Did you take some­
thing the wrong way and go into 
an unwarranted rage with unfor­
tunate consequences? Did you 
fly off the handle, hit the ceiling, 
lose your cool? 
Whatever you did, if you are 
sincere in your regret and apol­
ogy, everything will work itself 
out. Maybe. 
First of all, send the noncom­
mittal text message: 
"Hey i was so crazy last night 
haha i hope you r not mad at me 
lolz." 
Maybe you're overreacting 
to your actions last night, and 
before you make more of a fool 
of yourself than you may or may 
not already have, test out the 
other party involved. 
If there is a response to the 
text involving any sort of "lol" 
or emoticon, you're in the clear. 
If the response is short, how­
ever, or, God forbid, you get no 
response at all, it's time to go to 
work to right your wrongs. 
The next step is a phone call. 
Trust me, I know how awkward 
it will be, but it has to be done. 
No, a Facebook message doesn't 
substitute. Start the conversation 
with, "I need you, boo, gotta see 
you, boo." 
If you still don't get a re­
sponse, flowers are in order. And 
I've said it before and I'll say it 
again, Otter Pops will get them 
every time. Free food in general 
will get them every time. Just 
be an adult about it. You know 
what you did, and so do they. Be 
straight, apologize and keep the 
smart comments to yourself. 
Godwin truly Dean of the students 
BY JILLIAN ANTHONY 
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR 
Students have probably 
seen him roaming the campus, 
his powerful position at USD 
hidden by a nonchalant walk 
and friendly smile. They 
might have spent a week 
with him exploring El Sal­
vador or may have shared a 
glorious night in Tampa with 
him when the Toreros beat 
UConn. Some students also 
may have unfortunately spent 
some time in his office after 
being cited by Public Safety 
for various indiscretions. 
Dr. Donald Godwin's in­
terests and talents stretch far 
and wide at USD. As Dean of 
Students, he has many depart­
ments that answer directly to 
him. These include Residen­
tial Life, Student Conduct, 
Student Learning Initiatives 
and the Multicultural Center. 
Though Godwin does seem to 
be involved in almost every 
facet of campus life, he has 
one main goal in mind. 
"My job is to be the chief 
student advocate for students 
and their needs," Godwin 
said. "People tend to look at 
problems on campus through 
the lens of a 50-year-old, and 
we have to remember that it's 
not like that. I'm here to be 
the voice of reason for people, 
to shift the perspective to the 
students' view." 
A main part of Godwin's 
position is ensuring the safety 
and general well-being of stu­
dents. On Monday he toured 
the detox facility in downtown 
San Diego that students are 
taken to if they are visibly too 
intoxicated to care for them­
selves. 
"We want to make sure the 
program we have in place is 
good for the students," Godwin 
said. 
Godwin also personally 
meets with students that are 
sent to detox. 
Godwin finds working one-
on-one with students the most 
rewarding part of his job. He 
said recent trips to El Salvador 
over intersession and to Tampa, 
Fla. for the NCAA Tournament 
were some significant experi­
ences in his job so far. 
"I learn the most about stu­
dents when I have those expe­
riences than anything I could 
read in a book," Godwin said. 
"It helps me to better under­
stand the student perspective." 
Godwin's life could have 
taken a completely different 
turn after he graduated from 
Marist College. He joined the 
religious order of the Marist 
Brothers, an order focused on 
. working with the poor, but 
left after four years because 
he found that he could still 
do the social justice work he 
felt called to do outside of the 
order. He worked at a nonprofit 
organization but decided that 
education would be where he 
could best utilize his talents. 
"A college administrator 
works with future leaders who 
will be making decisions that 
will affect the less fortunate," 
Godwin said. "I want to teach 
COURTESY OF DONALD GODWIN 
Dr. Donald Godwin, Dean of Students, is committed to representing 
the voice of the students and continuing to improve the quality of 
life and education on campus. 
ethics that will produce board 
members that will care about 
others, that will struggle be­
tween self-improvement and 
improving others." 
Godwin earned his masters 
at Marist, then attended Vil-
lanova University where he 
received his doctorate and 
moved through the ranks in 
three different jobs within stu­
dent affairs. After Villanova, 
he spent three years at Mary-
wood University as Dean of 
Students. 
"I wanted a different kind 
of challenge and an opportu­
nity to work more closely with 
academic affairs," Godwin 
said. "USD was the perfect 
next step." 
While at USD, Godwin 
hopes to work with the vice 
president to improve systems 
and programs, the compe­
tency of the staff and to work 
towards integrated learning; 
meaning building a bridge be­
tween what goes on inside of 
the classroom with what goes 
on outside. 
"I want to build up com­
munity and school spirit here 
at USD," Godwin said. "I will 
continue my goals that I've 
had from the beginning." 




The changing of the sea­
sons calls for a refreshing of 
our wardrobe, out with the old 
and in with the new. With that 
in mind, here are five essen­
tials that go hand in hand with 
the new season. 
1. Everyone has got to 
have a pair of Rainbows. Not 
only are these a must have for 
living in San Diego but should 
be a requirement to attend 
USD. I remember it as if it 
were yesterday when I bought 
my first pair. They are one of 
the best purchases you will 
ever make. Rainbows come 
in all different colors and 
styles and as we all know, can 
be worn anytime, anywhere. 
Rainbows can be purchased at 
Sun Diego, Pac Sun or at the 
Rainbow store in San Clemente 
for a fraction of the price. 
2. Although we do live in 
a very relaxed atmosphere, for 
some occasions board shorts 
just won't cut it. Instead, I 
would recommend purchas­
ing a pair of seersucker shorts. 
Seersucker is a light fabric 
with light striping from top to 
bottom and appears to be wrin­
kled. One of the advantages of 
purchasing seersucker shorts is 
that you can just throw them on; 
there is no need to iron them. 
The fabric is cool and comfy 
for those hot San Diego days. 
Seersucker shorts can gener­
ally be purchased at all stores 
but my favorite style is found 
at J.Crew. And for those of you 
that want to take it up a notch 
further, throw on a Lacoste 
polo and a pair of loafers and 
you are good to go. 
3. As we all know from 
childhood, staring at the sun 
can cause serious eye damage. 
Luckily, almost all designers 
carry a sunglass line. A few of 
my favorite sunglass brands 
are Spy Optics, Christian Dior 
Homme and Ray Ban. These 
brands offer high-end sunglass­
es at reasonable prices. While it 
doesn't hurt to have more than 
one pair of sunglasses to add to 
your wardrobe I would recom­
mend buying a classic pair of 
sunglasses that could be worn 
with anything no matter what 
season it is. 
4. With the re-invention 
of the hat, all of us are able to 
look more like gentlemen. The 
most popular hats you can buy 
are a Panama, a fedora and/or 
a driver. Hats and accessories 
in general can always add an 
extra touch to your individual 
style but make sure that you 
don't overdo it. There is a fine 
line between expressing your 
individuality and looking like 
a circus act waiting to happen! 
The hats mentioned above can 
be purchased at many different 
stores but my suggestion would 
be to go and browse through 
the vintage and boutique stores 
in PB and Hillcrest. 
5. Last, but not least, sun­
screen is a must and is not just 
for women. With the effects of 
global warming and the rate of 
skin cancer increasing, we need 
to apply and reapply often. 
One of the best sunscreens on 
the market is MD SkinCare 
Powerful Protection SPF 45 
Sunscreen Cream. Not only is 
this cream water-resistant and 
oil free but it offers protection 
for those of you that would 
rather lie out at the pool than 
do homework. MD SkinCare 
can be purchased at Nordstrom 
and Sephora. 
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Applying to study abroad a journey in itself 
BY RYAN SIDHOO 
GUEST WRITER 
Kyle Brierly wakes up on Monday 
mornings to shower, brush his teeth, 
put on his clothes and then barely has 
enough time to grab an apple as he 
leaves his dorm room at USD. 
Brierly walks quickly and looks at 
his watch. Then he starts to run. He 
doesn't want to be late. 
"Just in time," Brierly quietjy whis­
pers to himself as he enters the Interna­
tional Center where he is going to be 
speaking to a study abroad advisor. 
Brierly, 18, is one of many USD stu­
dents who^ decided to study abroad in a 
foreign country for a Semester but didn't 
realize how much time and effort the 
application process takes. The process 
takes time because a student must find 
a desirable location and then choose a 
program within this location that fulfills 
USD's core curriculum requirements. 
Even though some students want to 
walk into the study abroad office and 
quickly choose a program in an appeal­
ing destination, they can't because the 
program doesn't correspond with their 
academic requirements. 
Brierly has been organizing his study 
abroad trip since November. Although 
the USD International Center provides 
a list of pre-approved study abroad 
courses that will transfer to USD, he 
still has had a lot of work to complete. 
He had to find a program with classes 
that fulfill his general education re­
quirements, in combination with a lo­
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Students applying to study abroad can find themselves beneath a mountain of papers 
including applications, financial aid documents and program fliers. 
cation where he would like to live. 
"There is lots of paperwork and 
reading to do," Brierly said. "It's like 
taking another class." 
The application process can take 
even longer if a student is seeking fi­
nancial aid. 
Brierly is one of those students. 
"Dealing with the financial aid office 
just gives me more papers to fill out and 
more offices to visit," Brierly said. 
Financial aid is available for study 
abroad programs as long as the study 
abroad program has a signed agreement 
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with USD, said Allison Howitt, an in­
ternational studies abroad advisor. 
Students who decide to study abroad 
with a program unaffiliated with USD 
must give themselves even more time 
to complete the application process. 
Mallory Cleveland, a USD student, 
recently traveled to Italy through an 
unaffiliated program called Study 
Abroad Italy. She remembers how busy 
she was months before her trip. 
"Before I left," Cleveland said, "I 
was walking from office to office to 
get signatures for all my papers, it was 
so stressful and nobody from the inter­
national office cared to help me since 
I was enrolling with an unaffiliated 
program's papers." 
The process takes longer when reg­
istering for an unaffiliated program 
because a student must find a program 
outside of USD on their own time. They 
then must see various advisors and de­
partment chairs and receive confirma­
tion that their program is an accredited 
institution and that courses from these 
institutions will transfer back to USD. 
When this is all done, a student must 
then register for a leave of absence. 
Because Cleveland was enrolled in 
a study abroad program that was unaf­
filiated with USD she did not have to 
deal with the financial aid office, which 
saved her time. 
"USD doesn't offer any financial 
aid for unaffiliated programs, but my 
program cost half as much as a similar 
program USD was offering, so I saved 
a lot of money in the end," Cleveland 
said. 
Brierly recommends that students 
prepare months in advance when plan­
ning a study abroad trip because there 
is always work to be completed. He 
also admits that it's tiring trying to bal­
ance school, work and the sometimes 
hectic process of organizing his travel 
plans. 
"I feel like I have a million things 
to get done," Brierly said, "but I have 
a once in a lifetime opportunity to ac­
tually study about European history 
while being in Europe." 
St. Clare's, Oxford 
— An International Education — 
LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAMME 
in 
Oxford, England 
Fall Semester 2008 
Enrolling now! 
App. Deadline: April 15th. 2008 
- USD Affiliated Program 
- Most Financial Aid and Scholarships apply 
for one semester 
- Variety of disciplines offered 
"For me, St. Clare's was a fantastic introduction into British life and 
culture. It was also a great addition to my resume and may have helped 
in my current appointment for the Financial Times newspaper in London." 
"Academically St. Clare's was completely different than any other 
experience. I learned by applying everything we learned in class to 
current events, so I was constantly interested I still remember 
everything i was taught. Nowhere else can you have such a high level of 
respect for your professors and then share a coffee with them after 
class. It was fantastic!" 
For further information please visit our website: 
www.stclares. ac.uMiberalarts or 
Contact Molly Parkan at 619-260-4598 
USD International Studies Abroad Office, Serra 315 
email: mollvp(3>sandieao.edu 
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OPINION 
Alex Antone Opinion Editor aantone@usdvista.com 
Getting the girl: a rhyming article of self-discovery 
Opinionworthy: 
"Opinions are made to be changed 
or how is truth to be got at?" 
-Lord Byron 
7 
BY ALEX ANTONE 
OPINION EDITOR 
She dropped her books in front 
of me one day, I said, "Hello," and 
she said, "Hey." When I grabbed 
her last book she told me her name, 
she said it was Alex and I told her, 
"Same!" 
Shyly she asked me, "Have 1 
seen you before?" I thought and re­
plied, "Did you have Dr. Moore?" 
"Yes!" She proclaimed. "What'd 
you get in that class?" 
"I'm not sure," I admitted, "but my 
report card says 'pass."' 
"You took it pass-fail? But Dr. Moore 
is so easy!" I looked into her eyes and 
my stomach felt queasy. 
"I was busy that spring," I lied 
through my teeth, and then I remem­
bered, "Aren't you with that guy 
Keith?" 
"We broke up in March," she said 
eyes downcast. 
'That's too bad," I replied. "I'm 
sorry I asked." 
"Don't be sorry," she said, her face 
showing a smirk. "I'm not sad at all, 
that guy was a jerk!" 
I laughed as I said, "I kind of agree." 
Then I took a chance, "Do you ever 
drink tea?" 
"Umm," she considered, "I'm not 
a huge fan." "Me either," I lied. "That 
proves I'm a man!" 
"Was that a joke?" She then asked 
me, "I don't really get it." 
I started to apologize but she smiled, 
"No, don't sweat it!" 
Then the girl Alex asked, "Watch the 
game versus UCONN?" 
"Heck yes!" I responded. "Rob Jones 
put the moves on!" 
Surprised that she was a basketball 
fan, I looked to my right - an ice cream 
van! 
"Do you want some ice cream?" I 
asked jumping hurdles. Her response 
was perfect, "The ones shaped like 
ninja turtles!" 
We both got ice creams that looked 
like Donatello. We had so much in 
common— we both don't like Jell-O! 
On our way to class we laughed and 
we talked. We could have taken the 
tram, but instead we walked. Once we 
got to her business law class in Olin, 
I finally asked "Hey you want to go 
bowl in'?" 
She said yes! I was so glad that I 
wanted to shout. I thought, "This is fi­
nally the end of my drought!" 
"Great!" I proclaimed. "How 
'bout dinner before? We could also 
watch a movie and maybe do some­
thing more?" 
"Whoa whoa there, Alex. I think 
you're confused." 
"But I thought you liked me?" 
My ego was bruised. 
"That wasn't the message I was 
trying to send. You're a cool guy, 
Alex, but I'm in love with my 
friend." 
"Your friend?!" I then asked. "It's 
not Keith, is it Larry?" 
I thought and I thought, "Please 
tell me it's not Jerry!" 
"It's not Jerry or Larry; it's none 
of those three. I'm sorry, Alex, it's 
just not meant to be." 
"Did I ever stand a chance?" I 
said, sensing peril. 
"Sorry, bud," she responded, "But 
my friend's name - is Cheryl." 
The numbers don't add up 
BY BRYN EVERETT 
STAFF WRITER 
As the Iraq war death toll reached 
more than 4,000 last week, people 
are wondering when the numbers 
are going to stop climbing. For 
most, the casualties occurring in 
a far off place are the only bits of 
information we receive about the 
war. I have to admit, there are only 
a handful of names I could tell 
you are the masterminds behind 
the everyday happenings of the 
Middle Eastern conflicts. Two 
of the pivotal powerhouses who 
helped stage the war's beginnings, 
family members still fighting all 
have the desire to pull out of Iraq. 
I am saying that it is a lot harder to 
look at my friend and see the pain 
in his eyes and wonder why we can't 
admit our mistakes as a nation and 
wave the white flag. I wonder how 
many people like he who are younger 
than I by months will be sent back 
into the fight on their second, third 
or fourth trip. Maybe my view would 
be different if the United States had 
enough soldiers to fight the war. 
'Enough' meaning the limited mili­
tary we have would not constantly 
need to reenlist and lose moments of 
their daily life so we can continue to 
I do not personally know the 4,000 who have 
been killed in this war. I do, however, know one 
who is still alive and will never feel the same. 
Secretary of State Colin Power 
and Secretary of Defense Donald 
Rumsfeld, are no longer around. 
It will be a lot harder for a com­
pletely new team to come in and 
end a fight they did not start. Since 
the surge in summer 2007 led by 
General David Petraeus, according 
to pbs.com, attacks on civilians as 
well as Iraqi security forces have 
not declined. 
But military strategies mean 
nothing if the war has become as 
personal for you as it has for me. I 
do not personally know the 4,000 
who have been killed in this war. I 
do, however, know one who is still 
alive and will never feel the same. 
I am not saying that those with 
live ours. 
The morale is down because the 
men and women fighting this war are 
not college students or celebrities' 
heirs. They are people who have lim­
ited options. They are people whose 
home life is collapsing while they 
fight. I am not writing this in hope 
that supporters of the war will turn 
their heads and change their minds; I 
am writing this because I want people 
to discover the facts. Not just the 
numbers but to seek out and listen to 
the personal stories of people doing 
the dirty work on our-behalf - work 
they can no longer find strength or 
passion to continue. Then see how 
many people really want to be over 
there. 
A letter to the editor 
Dear members of the USD com­
munity: 
I wanted to write a short note 
about the recent USD student debate 
on torture and the related Vista 
piece. While I applaud all the stu­
dents who took the time to debate 
one of the critical moral issues of our 
time, unfortunately the debate and 
subsequent news article never con­
fronted the overwhelming amount 
of evidence that, in the words of 
Georgetown Professor of Law and 
Philosophy David Luban, the "Abu 
Ghraib" torture scandal, far from 
being an anomaly, "is what a torture 
culture looks like." The task of (what 
Luban calls) "the torture lawyers of 
Washington," led by John Yoo, has 
been to build a "liberal culture of 
torture." Yet as Luban (one of the 
leading analysts of the subject) has 
argued in his "Liberalism, Torture & 
the Ticking Bomb," the bewitching 
image of the ticking-time bomb is by 
and large "an intellectual fraud." (I 
urge everyone to read Luban's piece 
on this subject, which is truly a tour 
de force). -Mark Danner, in a related 
piece called "We are all torturers 
now," noted very simply that the US 
began torturing soon after 9/11 and 
never really stopped. And as we are 
seeing right before our own eyes, 
should we care to look, torture, long 
the "cancer of democracy," spreads. 
At the debate, where we were 
told faculty were not allowed to 
comment, something that generated 
seeming outrage from the crowd, I 
was reduced to asking a question as 
to why these facts mentioned above 
weren't confronted. I was happy that 
afterwards I was able to have a long 
and productive dialogue with many 
of the students on these issues and 
I look forward to continuing this. 
Still, I think it is our mutual obliga­
tion to raise the level of awareness, 
discussion and debate, so we can 
clearly confront these urgent moral 
issues head on. 
Finally and most importantly, here 
at a Catholic university, dedicated to 
upholding the very human dignity 
that is so assaulted by torturers, long 
considered "hostis humani generis," 
"an enemy of all mankind," I think 
it would be worthwhile for all of us 
to consider whether we believe the 
following words of the courageous 
torture survivor and former head of 
the Torture Abolition and Survivors 
Support Coalition, Sister Dianna 
Ortiz, to be true: "it is the responsi­
bility of every individual to partici­
pate in the act of abolishing torture," 
and to further ask, "if we do believe 
this, then what are we called upon to 
do as moral human beings?" 
As for me, having begun the 
Committee to Abolish Torture when 
torture lawyer and former Bush Jus­
tice Department official John Yoo 
visited USD in early 2007, I look 
forward to working more closely 
with students and my colleagues 
here at USD and the larger commu­
nity on these issues, to both educate 
ourselves and others on these ques­
tions and take action to rid the world 
of torture for ever and for all time. 
Yours, 
Dr. Thomas Ehrlich Reifer 
Sociology, Ethnic Studies; & 
Associate, 
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace 
and Justice, USD 
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The post-graduation question—the bane of my existence 
BY JOE STEWART 
STAFF WRITER 
"So what are you doing after you 
graduate?" 
"Um well, uh, I don't really know 
yet. You know, I'm just applying to 
a few government places. Yeah, I'm 
hoping to maybe work in some kind 
of international business or some­
thing. 1 might go to law school in a 
few years but I don't really know." 
"Oh. Cool, well good luck with 
that." 
Yep, I'm that guy; a month away 
from graduation and still without 
an answer as to what I'm doing, or 
even what I want to do, after col­
lege. When I am asked that fateful 
question I begin to cringe inside, 
while outwardly struggling to come 
up with an answer that makes me 
appear somewhat self-assured and 
confident that I'll be a success. After 
four years of career preparation, I 
still don't have an actual job and as 
graduation creeps closer and closer, I 
find myself becoming more nervous 
about an extended stay in the guest 
room at Casa de Stewart in close to 
spectacular Paso Robles. Ideally, I 
would travel the world and maybe 
even find work somewhere abroad, 
but given my course of study, my 
most sensible options would be to a) 
get my master's b) go to law school 
c) join the Peace Corps or d) GET A 
FREAKING JOB! 
Given that I am an international 
relations major, I can talk to you 
about some important political devel­
opments of the 20th century or carry 
on a decent conversation about what 
the European Union 
is all about. How­
ever, when I scroll 
through Torero Link 
I see overwhelm­
ingly frightening po­
sitions like "Market 
Analysis Specialist," 
"Corporate Account 
Manager" or "Trade 
Development As­
sociate." It seems 
I have absolutely 
no qualification 
for these; maybe I 
should have been 
a business major. 
I don't understand 
much about market 
analysis, managing 
corporate accounts 
or how to develop 
trade — I barely 
know how to write a 
check! 
I think the only 
people who actually 
relish the post-grad­
uation question are 
those soulless ac­
counting majors. They're so pomp­
ous when they announce which of 
the "big four" they'll be working 
for and brag the huge figure salary 
they'll rake in straight out of col­
lege. It makes me sick,- but I'll give 
credit where credit is due — they 
recognized a need for a skill set and 
capitalized on that need. 
I know that I am not the only one 
who hates the question. To those 
like I, college is simply a legitimate 
excuse to postpone the uncertain 
future for a good four to five years. 
Unfortunately, it's when this day­
dream ends that we are hit with the 
harsh reality that our families have 
great expectations for us and expect a 
return on the $160,000 they've spent 
on our fine education over the past 
four years. It is the pressure of these 
great expectations and the thought of 
possibly not living up to them that 
drives some of us to secret insanity. 
Until I actually have a job set in 
stone, when someone asks me again, 
PETER CH0/THE VISTA 
"So what are you going to do after 
you graduate?" I'll just say to them, 
"Oh you know I'm thinking about 
maybe trying out for 'A Shot at Love 
with Tila Tequila' and maybe doing 
my own spin-off show. If that doesn't 
work out I think I'm going to try and 
sweep the world off their feet on 
'American Idol' like David Archul­
eta. Eventually I plan on winning the 
Nobel Prize in physics by disproving 
the law of gravity. But that's really it, 
not too much." 
Animal rights concerns revolve around 2008 Summer Olympics 
BY KIRBY BROOKS 
STAFF WRITER 
This year the U.S. State Depart­
ment removed the People's Republic of 
China from the list of the top 10 human 
rights violators in the annual human 
rights report. Although this indicates a 
small step in the right direction for the 
communist nation, the State Depart­
ment acknowledges "continuing abuses 
of human rights in violation of interna­
tionally recognized norms." 
The myriad of political and social 
problems that continues to plague China 
have critics worried about impending 
disaster at the 2008 Summer Olympics 
in Beijing. The current Tibetan riots 
have already affected the Olympic 
torch ceremony, with activists protest­
ing in Greece last Monday. Recently 
French President Nicholas Sarkozy 
has discussed boycotting the games if 
the Chinese government doesn't end its 
crackdown in Tibet. 
All eyes are on China in the count­
down to the Olympics, as everyone 
wonders what the CCP, Chinese Com­
munist Party, is really doing to im­
prove their human rights record. The 
pollution in China has already raised 
questions about athletes competing in 
outdoor endurance events; if you think 
L.A. smog is bad check out the Beijing 
skyline. The Olympic media machine 
has fueled countless organizations to 
use the Games as a platform for their 
cause and in addition to environmental, 
religious and human rights activists, 
add animal rights to the list of activ­
ist organizations sure to reek havoc in 
Beijing. 
While many Americans clearly see 
nothing wrong with eating cows, the 
Chinese Companion Animals Protection 
Network spearheaded a campaign in 
2004 to stop the eating of dogs and cats. 
But is this a mere cultural difference in 
palate? China's beliefs on the treatment 
of animals that are domesticated here 
in the U.S. and in other democracies 
are very different. According to the 
Humane Society of the United States, 
two million dogs and cats are murdered 
in China each year for the international 
fur trade. It is difficult to point fingers at 
the Chinese without acknowledging the 
atrocious conditions of American fac­
tory farms, not to mention overfishing 
and the environmental damage caused 
by our cattle consumption. But even 
by American slaughterhouse standards 
the Chinese conditions are bad, with 
many animals knocked out by blunt 
force before being hung by wires and 
skinned alive. Organizations protesting 
this practice acknowledge that animal 
shelters in North America kill between 
two and four million dogs each year by 
gas or lethal injection, but object to the 
seemingly unnecessary suffering. 
The 2004 campaign of the Chinese 
Companion Animals Protection Net­
work aimed to stop the eating of dogs 
and cats. Their reasoning is that many of 
these pets-turned-culinary delights are 
stolen from the homes of their loving 
owners and shipped off to be butchered. 
In the early 2000s a ban was placed on 
the importation of dog and cat fur to the 
United States, Australia and some coun­
tries in the European Union; as a result 
of these findings, on January 1, 2009, a 
full ban will take effect. But while some 
nations have taken steps to prohibit this 
cruel practice, dog and cat fur contin­
ues to be exported to countries such 
as Russia, where it is converted into 
fur clothing and figurines (creepy!). 
Personally I find the mistreatment and 
consumption of cats and dogs a little, 
excuse the pun, hard to swallow. 
See something you like? 
See something you don't? 
Have an opinion on anything at all? 
Write a letter to the editor and see 
your name in print! 
Submissions should be sent to: 
aantone@usdvista.com 
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The Internet is a pretty creepy place these days 
BY PETER CHO 
STAFF WRITER 
• The Internet has integrated itself 
tightly into our daily lives. It isn't at all 
uncommon for someone to have more 
than 1,000 pictures chronicling their 
college experience, with tags of every­
one in the pictures to boot. 
Communication between two people 
is now a public affair, with * people 
chatting each other up via MySpace or 
Facebook on public "walls" and com­
ment boards. People search Google and 
Yahoo for anything that comes to mind, 
including themselves. 
What people generally tend not to be 
aware of is the fact that all of this infor­
mation is logged. When you type "furry 
fetish enthusiasts" into Google, the key­
words aren't going into some magical 
void, they're being logged into a data­
base on one of Google's many servers. 
Your search terms can be tied to you for 
up to 24 months, at which point Google 
will anonymize the search logs. 
AOL ran into some trouble with pri­
vacy groups in 2006, when it released 
three months of search logs for 658,000 
of its users. Although they replaced the 
usernames with random ID numbers, 
people realized it was easy to analyze a 
set of searches by one ID and find the 
person's name by looking for a vanity 
search, which let them match up a name 
to the creepy search habits. And by 
creepy search habits, I mean CREEPY 
search habits. For example, "character­
istics of a sociopath in a relationship" 
or "how to kill your wife" were found 
amongst 21 million search queries re­
leased to the public. 
For the most part, the information 
we put online is harmless. Our favorite 
bands, movies, some quotes we found 
funny and maybe a few scandalous 
pictures here and there. Mostly useless. 
The biggest issue however, comes from 
the way these sites monitor us. 
Take for example the Facebook 
Beacon fiasco. Facebook Beacon, when 
it first launched, was an advertising plat­
form in which websites would send in­
formation to Facebook about the user's 
purchases and shopping habits without 
explicit permission from the user. 
Your friends would know all about 
the embarrassing Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles action figures you collect be­
cause eBay would tell Facebook, who 
would in turn tell your friends. Luckily, 
Facebook decided that explicitly opting 
all of its users in was a bad idea as people 
began to create riotous Facebook groups 
demanding the removal of the Beacon 
platform. These riots were similar in 
nature to the great "News-Feed Revolt" 
in which thousands of people protested 
angrily by clicking "Join Group." 
Beyond the News-Feed and Beacon, 
Facebook ran into a bit of controversy 
last year as it came to light that their 
employees have access to ALL pro­
files, private or not, and can also check 
on what profiles you've been viewing. 
Stalking your crush in bio? Facebook 
knows. There have even been stories of 
Facebook employees using these powers 
to look at restricted profiles to check on 
dates. So much for privacy. 
This isn't to say that you should stay 
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off of the Internet or delete your Face-
book. Actually, try to delete your Face-
book profile. It's harder than you think. 
Facebook will only let you "deactivate" 
it, which keeps all your information 
intact until you start going through with­
drawal and reactivate it. The only way 
to truly delete your profile is to manu­
ally leave your groups, networks and 
delete everything manually. There's a lot 
of really useful stuff you can do on the 
Internet, like leam how to raise one eye­
brow or watch a baby panda sneezing. 
Just remember that somewhere, there's 
a record of everything you dc. So stop 
stalking that guy or girl on Facebook, he 
or she's not into you anyway. 
Innocent man accused of terrorism loses five years 
BY MAGGIE KLOS 
STAFF WRITER 
Americans live in a time when our 
suspicion for possible terrorists is 
high. The United States has been left 
in a state where feelings of insecurity 
are high and the various efforts to 
protect our country and its citizens are 
not only accepted but also highly en­
couraged. The story of Murat Kurnaz, 
however, begs us to reconsider this 
notion. Some may believe it is the duty 
of the United States to use enhanced 
interrogation techniques against terror 
suspects, while others believe these 
techniques violate people's human 
rights. 
Murat Kurnaz, who recently shared 
his story with "60 Minutes," was born 
and raised in Germany, where at 19 
he married a Turkish woman. At this 
time, Kurnaz developed serious reli­
gious beliefs for the first time in his 
life as he began to study Islam. Want­
ing to expand his knowledge of the 
religion, Kurnaz traveled to Pakistan, 
just weeks after 9/11. Not looking into 
the deep repercussions this trip could 
have during such a tumultuous time 
in the country's political atmosphere, 
Kurnaz continued on his trip in hopes 
of expanding his religious knowledge. 
It was at the end of this trip that 
Kurnaz was captured by a Pakistani 
police officer and was soon thrown 
on a U.S. plane that took him to Af­
ghanistan. Kurnaz, or "No. 53" as he 
was referred to while captured, was 
held at a U.S. base in Afghanistan. 
His daily routine was a mix of torture 
and interrogation. Kurnaz claims his 
torture included being held underwa­
ter, shocked and kept in freezing tem­
peratures in an outdoor pen. Kurnaz 
was constantly questioned about the 
whereabouts of Osama bin Laden and 
about al-Qaeda or the Taliban. Kurnaz 
had no information to give his inter­
rogators. 
The suspicions behind Kurnaz 
that led officials to hold him captive 
are both few and peculiar. There is 
little evidence- in fact, there is false 
evidence that led to Kurnaz's five-year 
detainment. Kurnaz had been growing 
a beard and had been a recent stu­
dent of Islam. The U.S. government 
claimed that Kurnaz had been close 
friends with a suicide bomber who 
later appeared to be living in Germany. 
Even after he was transferred to Guan-
tanamo Bay, Kurnaz officially had no 
right to a lawyer until a 2004 Supreme 
Court ruling stated Guantanamo Bay 
detainees had the right to a lawyer. 
Soon, American lawyer Baher Azmy 
arrived to represent Kurnaz. Azmy 
uncovered a file from U.S. military in­
telligence that stated that Kurnaz was 
essentially innocent, stating he had no 
link to Al-Qaeda or to a U.S. threat. He 
was kept three years after this docu­
ment was found, and was not released 
until August 2006 when German Chan­
cellor Angela Merkel asked President 
Bush for Kurnaz's release. 
As a plane picked "No. 53" up from 
Guantanamo to take him to Germany 
for his final release, Kurnaz was asked 
to sign a contract stating that he was in 
fact linked to Al-Qaeda. Kurnaz again 
refused and after being chained on the 
plane was eventually released. The 
picture of Kurnaz hugging his mother 
is a moment that symbolizes the agony 
of her son being stripped away from 
her. Kurnaz lost his liberty, freedom 
and ultimately five years of his life. 
It came as no surprise that the 
U.S. military has never admitted to 
the charges Kurnaz has announced. 
In this time of heightened security, 
Kurnaz's story begs the question of 
whether the United States is too suspi­
cious. His story also proves the U.S. 
Department of Defense is too quick to 
accuse an innocent bystander of ter­
rorism when little evidence is needed 
to hold that person captive. While the 
efforts behind the U.S. Department of 
Defense are greatly appreciated, it is 
hard to say that all the efforts can be 
supported. 
Until formally declared guilty, each 
person has the right to the liberty and 
freedom that each of us would expect. 
It is no question that if these rights 
were given to Kurnaz, those five years 
of his life would not have been lost. 
Kurnaz's story deserves to be told. 
All we can do as citizens is to continue 
to support our country. However, this 
support must be limited to the lawful 
and morally correct acts of our coun­
try. With time if citizens constantly 
hope for the general peace to increase 
between countries and peoples, there 
will not be another five years lost for 
any innocent person. 
"T 
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Career Services offers help to students on the job hunt 
With a variety of resources to choose from, including 
alumni connections, resume advice andon-site interviews, 
Career Services is a one stop shop for a job search 
BY MARY BETH BARKER 
MANAGING EDITOR 
No matter how severe the case of senioritis, no student 
wants to think about facing what comes after college: the real 
world. 
For those seniors who are coming to the end of their col­
lege careers and ambitious younger students who are ahead 
of the game, don't let your worries get in the way of getting a 
job. All the resources needed to find employment are at your 
fingertips in the fonn of Career Services. 
"USD students have many options and opportunities in an 
ever-changing job market. There is so much that goes into mak­
ing career choices, preparing for one's career and obtaining 
employment or entry into graduate school. It is very challeng­
ing for students to navigate through this process," said Career 
Services Director Linda Scales. 
Don't worry, located in Hughes 110, Career Services pro­
vides opportunities to overcome the challenges of preparing 
for a career/It allows students to connect with USD alumni 
and businesses in order to form relationships for potential job 
opportunities and graduate schools. 
Students can make appointments or drop in to get help with 
finding internships and jobs during the school year or over the 
summer. The library, brochures and pamphlets are available 
for students to browse. All of them have information from 
different career paths to interviewing tips. 
"Visiting the career center really helped me put into perspec­
tive the goals I wanted to accomplish and also helped me figure 
out how to achieve them," senior Mariah Smith said. 
Many recruiters presented their company booths in front of the UC in order for stu­
dents to get more information on job opportunities and current openings. 
Appropriate dress for job interviews 
FOR WOMEN 
o Hair: Should be kept out of eyes and face. 
oMinimal make-up: Keep the colors 
conservative. 
oMinimal Jewelry: No need to flash the 
bling. 
oPerfume: Keep it minimal. 
oClothing: Solid colored suit with knee-
length skirt or tailored pants. Match with 
conservative blouse. 
oShoes: Leather shoes with closed toes, low 
heels and in good condition. 
FOR MEN 
o Hair: Should be in a neat and trimmed 
hairstyle. 
oFace: Clean shaven. 
oMinimal Jewelry: No need to flash the 
bling. 
oCologne: Keep it minimal. 
oClothing: Two piece suit in a dark, solid 
color. Match with a conservative tie that 
has a simple pattern. 
oAccessories: Belt, socks and shoes 
should match. 
; The Career Services website also provides a wealth of 
information regarding post-graduation activities. Students 
can create a ToreroLink account to connect with alumni and 
businesses looking for employees or interns. 
' Online resources and job sites link you to professional as­
sociations and industry information while Graduate School 
Planning helps you get a head start on your applications. 
On-campus career events are planned throughout the se­
mester and are posted in an online calendar on the website. 
One of the biggest events this semester was the Career 
Expo, held last week outside the UC. Interested industries 
and students were invited to look for jobs or employees in 
their chosen fields. 
Not a senior yet? It's never too early to start. More than 
half of USD's students have taken advantage of the resources 
Career Services has to offer. Being a senior isn't a qualifica­
tion to start looking for a job. 
Students unsure about their major, minor or general di­
rection they wish to explore can schedule an appointment 
with a career counselor for one-on-one help. Presentations 
and special programs such as resume writing and internship 
preparation are also open to all grades. 
[ "The counselors in Career Services have extensive expe­
rience helping students and alumni make wise career deci­
sions and helping people realize their dreams. We are here 
to help and we welcome all students to utilize our services," 
Scales said. 
i So shake off that senioritis and quit procrastinating. Take 
advantage of these opportunities to get a job you actually 
want, not the only one you thought you could get. 
RYAN BRENNAN. THE VISTA 
Inside the UC F-orum AB, students were given the chance to peruse company booths 
containing pamphlets and other leaflets of information. 
A guide to Career Services 
oTips for both: No food or gum. No facial piercing jewelry. 




Office Hours: M-F 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m, W until 6 p.m. 
Drop in Hours: M-F 10 a.m. -11 a.m., 2 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
oToreroLink: online database for employment and 
internship opportunities 
oOn-Campus Interviewing: information about 
employers and recruiters on campus 
oCareer Counseling: Available for appointments as 
well as drop-in hours 
oCareer Events: Career Fair, Internship Fair, Gradu­
ate School Fair, etc. 
oEmployer Information Sessions: Employer repre­
sentatives giving students resources 
oCareer Exploration: Information on choosing a 
major 
oOnline resources and Job Sites: Links to compa­
nies and professional associations 
olnternships: How to get internships and work 
experience 
oGraduate School Planning: Information about 
attending graduate school 
oWorkshops: Regularly scheduled on issues like 
resume writing and interview preparation 
oHandouts: Information on interviewing, resume 
writing, the job search, etc. 
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"WHAT A GREAT 08! THANKS TO THE USD COMMUNITY AND A 
DEDICATION TO YOUR NEEDS WE ARE ONCE AGAIN BUILDING 
OUR BUSINESS. ON THE BEHALF OF MY EMPLOYEES AND 
AGENTS, THIS ALUM THANKS YOU FOR YOUR REFERRALS! 
HERE'S WHAT WE ARE WORKING ON" - SETH 
1494 UNION STREET #804 - IN ESCROW 
2330 FIRST AVENUE #115 - IN ESCROW 
3134 VIA ALICANTE #C - IN ESCROW 
7745 STALMER - IN ESCROW 
1225 ISLAND #601 - PENDING BANK APPROVAL 
2027 1/2 OLIVER - PENDING BANK APPROVAL 
4205 LAMONT #19 - IN ESCROW 
800 THE MARK LANE #403 - IN ESCROW 
2234 RIVER RUN - IN ESCROW 
5130 ENELRA - IN ESCROW 
3993 JEWELL STREET #B9 - IN ESCROW 
4885 COLE STREET #6 - IN ESCROW 
4725 35TH ST.#3 - IN ESCROW 
9442 SELTZER COURT - IN ESCROW 
4764 BAYSIDE LANE #3 - IN ESCROW 
7235 FAY AVENUE - JUST LISTED $1.4M LA JOLLA 
4056 RAFFEE RD - JUST LISTED $765K BAY PARK 
3134 VIA ALICANTE #G - JUST REDUCED $259K LA JOLLA 
2133 CHATSWORTH BLVD #203 - JUST REDUCED $499K POINT LOMA 
1703 30th ST - JUST REDUCED $598K SOUTH PARK 
4440 FLORIDA ST - JUST REDUCED $575K - UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS 
734 SAN LUIS REY PLACE - JUST REDUCED $1.9M MISSION BEACH 
AND MUCH MORE BUSINESS IN THE WORKS!! USD DEDICATED!! 
| IndymacBank* David Wright 858.349.7468 cell 
Indymac is  one of  the most  compet i t ive  banks in  the nat ion 
and I  would be honored to  show you why more San Diegans 
choose to  get  their  home loans through us!  -David Wright '  
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Cultureworthy: 
"I just want to be nominated for an award for all the work 
I've done. It's so funny-people forget that I played two 





BY CARRIE WIDDER 
ASST. A&C EDITOR 
Last night, in the midst of 
cramming for an exam and 
listening to Lauren Conrad 
narrate her life on MTV, I un­
willingly found myself tuning 
into what turned out to be yet 
another reality show: former 
kid actor turned current train-
wreck Danny Bonaduce's, 
"I Know My Kid's a Star," a 
show where children and their 
parents try to break into show 
business. Of course, I watched 
the whole episode with a sick 
curiosity, and my mind began 
to wander. 
Watching this show made 
me appreciate how normal my 
childhood was. My mom wasn' t 
a crazy stage parent trying 
to live vicariously through 
me. I was never pushed, like 
some of my friends were, into 
sports or activities that I didn't 
enjoy. I learned how to tie my 
shoes on my own, even if it 
took longer than if my parents 
had just done it for me. Even 
though it was frustrating, 
having a "hippie mom" who 
just wanted me to be happy 
didn't turn me into a slacker; 
instead it let me learn to think 
for myself at an early age. 
I am not trying to say I'm 
not dependent on my parents. 
I need them for support just 
as much as the next person. 
However, I am starting to re­
alize as I observe the people 
around me how much they 
are still dependent on their 
parents for everything. I was 
shocked when I heard that a 
friend's parent had filled out 
their housing form for them. 
Again when I heard of another 
who didn't even pick out their 
own class schedule; their mom 
was planning the classes they 
would take next semester. 
I understand the phrase, "to 
each his own," but my advice? 
Be in charge of your own life 
as soon as possible. The more 
you rely on your parents to 
have your back through every 
situation the harder it will be 
when a challenge comes along 
that you are forced to face on 
your own. That day will even­
tually come, and it will be a 
lot harder to deal with than 
Danny Bonaduce sending you 
home from acting camp. 
Director Kimberly Peirce talks about her latest film "Stop-Loss" 




Using a loophole in soldiers' 
military contracts, the U.S. gov­
ernment has prohibited 81,000 
servicemen and women from 
retiring once their required term 
of service is complete. 
The policy is called stop-loss 
and it is meant to be used during 
a time of war. Its first major use 
was just before and during the 
first Gulf War. Since then, it was 
used in the 1990s with American 
military deployments to Soma­
lia, Haiti, Bosnia and Kosovo 
and after the Sept. 11 2001 ter­
rorist attacks and the subsequent 
War on Terror. 
"Many of the 81,000 sol­
diers," Director Kimberly Peirce 
said, "were sent back to second 
and third tours that were deadly. 
A number of soldiers were call­
ing it a 'back door draft' and 
doing everything they could 
to fight it, from going to their 
commanders and their chaplains 
- who were not budging - to 
bringing a class-action lawsuit, 
which failed, to getting thrown 
in jail, going AWOL, even leav­
ing the country." 
What inspired Peirce to take 
on this project was the enlist­
ment of her younger brother, 
then 18, in the Army after the 
events of Sept. 11 2001. "I un­
derstood his desire to 'get the 
people who had done this,' but 
the idea of my own brother car­
rying this out was devastating," 
Peirce said. 
In an effort to understand 
what her brother was going 
through, Peirce started making a 
COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES 
Ryan Phillippe stars as Sgt. Brandon King in the MTV films' movie "Stop-Loss." 
film on soldiers. She interviewed 
soldiers, asking them why they 
joined, what they experienced at 
war (killing, not killing, seeing 
their men killed and wounded), 
and what they experienced upon 
return - specifically, how they 
stmggled to re-assimilate into 
society. The research shed light 
on the discontent among soldiers 
about the war, what they were 
fighting for and the way it was 
being fought. As a result, an in­
creasing number of servicemen 
were going AWOL. 
Even after all the interviews 
were finished and the time came 
to sit down and write the script, 
Peirce wanted to make sure she 
did it right. "As Mark Richard 
and I were writing the script," 
Peirce said, "my brother, who 
had returned from Iraq and lived 
in upstate New York, and other 
soldiers we knew would look 
over the dialogue and scenes and 
make sure they were accurate 
from a soldier's point of view." 
In fact, the whole film is told 
from a soldier's point of view. It 
centers around Staff Sgt. Bran­
don King (Ryan Phillippe). He 
and his life-long best friend Sgt. 
Steve Shriver (Channing Tatum) 
are finally returning home as war 
heroes from their tour of duty 
in Iraq. In small town Brazos, 
Texas, a crowd anxiously awaits 
and family members, including 
Steve's fiancee Michele (Abbie 
Comish), bob their heads left 
and right trying to locate then-
loved ones. 
The day has finally come, 
Steve and Brandon can finally 
go back to civilian life; life like 
it was before the war. Or can 
they? What these two and other 
soldiers begin to find out is the 
war has never really left them. 
They all' struggle to keep the 
demons at bay and try to rede­
fine themselves in a society that 
has become so foreign. 
Then, unexpectedly, Brandon 
receives orders calling him back 
to duty. He has been stop-lossed 
and his contract indefinitely ex­
tended. Brandon now has only 
one choice to make: either honor 
his duty and go back to Iraq or 
do what's right and stand up 
against what he believes is an 
unfair policy. 
The film is an emotional roll-
ercoaster that lasts long after the 
credits. The cast is superb and 
delivers intense drama. Peirce 
and crew did a wonderful job 
making a film that not only deals 
with a controversial subject, but 
explores a complex situation in 
America. 
For more information about 
the film and to hear personal 
stories about the war in Iraq you 








Editor's picks - experimenting with your 
attention span and patience 
"August Rush" 
Although I wouldn't 
venture to say this film was 
the best I have ever seen 
in my life, the performaces 
by Freddie Highmore and 
Robin Williams made this 
movie so enjoyable. Keep 
an eye out for Williams' 
character, Wizard. He was 
apparently inspired by 
Bono for the role. 
"Greek" 
Realistic? Not really. 
Addicting? Yes. Season two 
of the ABC Family original 
series has returned and it is 
juicier than ever. With all the 
drama of "One Tree Hill" 
without all the mopey-ness, 
"Greek" is funny and my new 
guilty pleasure. Watch it on 
ABC Family on Mondays at 
8 P.M. 
"Art Alive" 
Go check out the 
27th annual "floral 
extravanganza" at the 
San Diego Museum of 
Art. This exhibit is only 
running only from April 
11 to 13. Floral designers 
from all over will 
showcase their designs 
that were inspired by the 
museum's collection. 
Panic at the Disco 
"Nine in the Afternoon" 
The candy punk band of 
a year ago has changed 
their tune, literally. Panic 
at the Disco's latest single, 
"Nine in the Afternoon" 
is a medley of acoustic 
guitar and horns. Their 
live performance on SNL 
sealed the deal, and I am 
truly looking forward to the 
release of their new CD. i 
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Don't have enough money 
to catch your favorite band 
in concert? Want to hear new 
music from up-and-coming 
artists? 
Fabchannel.com may be 
your financial rescue. As 
stated in its mission, "Fab­
channel.com brings you a 
wide variety of live music 
in sound and vision. From 
upcoming acts to big stars 
playing rock, hiphop, folk, 
avant-garde and everything 
in between." 
And you don't have to 
spend a dime. You don't even 
have to sign up to use the site 
either. It is one of the easi­
est sites to navigate, allowing 
you to search for a particular 
artist or just browse the ar­
chive list. 
With over 700 full-length 
concerts, festivals, perfor­
mances, debates and lectures, 
Fabchannel is one of the big­
gest online concert archives. 
In 2006, Fabchannel won the 
Webby award for the Best 
Music Website in the World. 
Some familiar artists in­
clude Damien Rice, Flogging 
Molly, The Arcade Fire, Nada 
Surf and Jimmy Eat World. 
After you click on an artist, 
the site allows you to choose 
the songs you want to see and 
hear from the concert set list. 
Some artists have several 
concert dates to choose from. 
Along with a set list, all art­
ists have a mini bio and links 
to their home pages. 
All the concerts are re­
corded live at two venues 
in Amsterdam: Paradiso and 
Melkweg. On the night of 
the performance, Fabchan­
nel streams a live webcast. 
After about five days, once 
the Fabchannel team records, 
encodes, edits and receives 
the necessary rights, the re­
cording is uploaded to the 
artist's archive for the public 
to enjoy. 
One of the more advanced 
options this website offers is 
to create and share your own 
playlist. After signing up for 
free, you can choose which 
songs you want to save on 
your playlist. Once your 
playlist is complete, you can 
share it with others and also 
embed it into your own web­
site. 
Fabchannel offers a selec­
tion of concert archives to 
download for free. You can 
find them at online music 
stores like iTunes. Along with 
the selection, each week the 
site gives away a free video 
download. 
My favorite feature on the 
website is that the streaming 
never stops. I can search for 
other artists, read information 
about the site and catch up on 
some music news while the 
concert still streams. 
Not sure where to start? 
If you don't have a specific 
artist in mind, I would suggest 
going to the concert channels 
or chart. The concert channels 
are really helpful if you don't 
have a specific artist in mind 
but are just in the mood for 
a certain genre of music. The 
chart can be helpful because 
it contains the artists who are 
most commonly chosen. So 
go and stream away. 
The Teenagers get fans ready for a "Reality Check" 
BY AVERY DURNAN 
STAFF WRITER 
I have to admit my obses­
sion with the French trio, The 
Teenagers, has gotten a little out 
of control. But after listening to 
"Reality Check," you may un­
derstand why. 
This amazing 12-track debut 
album is The Teenagers full-
length record, released in mid-
March by Merok Records (home 
to the Klaxons and the Crystal 
Castles). 
So who are these guys, hailed 
as "the saviors of French Indie?" 
While still obsessed with the 
trysts of adolescent life, The 
Teenagers are in fact in their 
early 20s. The Parisian trio of 
bassist Michael Szpiner, guitar­
ist Dorian Dumont and vocalist 
Quentin Delafon currently re­
sides in London. Conceived as 
a MySpace joke during Christ­
mas of 2005, the friends posted 
lyrics in response to their virtual 
fans, and those lyrics somehow 
became songs, and the page 
received immediate attention. 
By fall of 2006, this sneering 
group of hipsters boasted over 
10,000 MySpace friends, a deal 
with Merok and commissions 
to remix several hot European 
clubs. 
These French non-teens 
with black hair and Morrissey 
glasses cite Red Bull, puberty, 
Swedish girls and Ham Rollz 
as their defining musical influ­
ences. Clearly, they think their 
band is the biggest joke in indie, 
but they definitely have their 
own original style, with a pop-
dancey feel, a heavy bass and 
catchy synth. It's pretty difficult 
to think of bands truly similar to 
The Teenagers, but their sound 
reminds me of VHS or BETA, 
The Cure or New Order. 
The songs tend to have a 
pretty similar sound, even called 
by one iTunes customer "virtu­
ally identical." But in spite of 
that, they all sound great to me. 
As a further disclaimer, they use 
profanity liberally, peppering 
their choruses with words and 
implications that would make 
your mom (or even that mod­
erately conservative roommate) 
recoil. But the lyrics are not 
meant to be dirty for. the sake 
of impurity; rather, they are 
meant to be a comical societal 
critique. 
A recommended track is 
"The Homecoming." This single 
was released last May, and im­
mediately spread like wildfire. 
Ironically enough, it reminds 
me of an X-rated, stream-
of-consciousness version of 
"Summer Nights" (think John 
Travolta/Olivia Newton-John). 
Here vocalist Delafon tells the 
story of seducing his teenage 
step-cousin on a trip to southern 
California: "It was wild/She's 
such a slut" but the super-tan 
cheerleader's story is a bit dif­
ferent from her alleged lover's: 
"I loved my English romance." 
Of course, he is French and 
she is simply misconstruing his 
accent. In a last sarcastic jab at 
American teen culture, the two 
part with this final exchange - an 
energetic "Don't forget to send 
me a friend request!" met with 
a skeptical "As if." If you're not 
too put off by the storyline, the 
lyrics are hilarious. 
The band does a little self-
promotion on the third track, 
"Feeling Better." This catchy 
synth-pop song declares, "If you 
need a band 'cause you want to 
dance/Or you're missing your 
friends because you don't have 
any/Well we don't care/Just buy 
our T-shirts and talk about us 
everywhere." Again, it's hard 
not to laugh at their hysteri­
cally biting honesty. They later 
proclaim, "Who's there for you 
when you're cold and alone?/ 
The Teenagers/ The Teenagers." 
This band may not be for 
COURTESY OF MATT IRWIN 
The album cover of" Reality Check" by The Teenagers. 
everyone; in fact a friend who 
I recommended the band to 
informed me it sounded like 
a soundtrack to a pom video. 
I personally disagree, but this 
skepticism is countered by the 
almost cult-like following of 
fans The Teenagers have already 
accumulated. 
The best news of all is that 
The Teenagers love playing 
in L.A. On January 22 and 23 
(sadly before I had even heard 
of them), they played packed 
houses at The Echo and Club 
NME Los Angeles. At the end of 
the show at Club NME, Delafon 
proclaimed his love for southern 
California fans and promised 
they would be back. 
He wasn't lying, and The 
Teenagers are playing in San 
Diego. The band is booked for 
Casbah on April 25, and the 
world-renowned music festival 
Coachella on the April 26. So, 
if you're looking for a great 
concert, go check them out. Or 
just pick up "Reality Check" on 
iTunes for a mere $5.99. 
Read up: "What's That Job and How the Hell Do I Get It?" 
BY DOUG WOOD 
STAFF WRITER 
David Rosen's new book 
"What's That Job and How the 
Hell Do I Get It?" can best be 
described in the book's intro­
duction as "insider knowledge 
on a variety of careers gleaned 
from actual informational inter­
views." This book is not only 
surprisingly fascinating, but 
also incredibly informative, 
with career guidance to ques­
tions about jobs ranging from a 
basic newspaper reporter to the 
uniquely quirky life coach. 
The information in this 
"career guide" is not only for 
unique or exceptional jobs, but 
also pertains to basic, run-of-the-
mill careers like a schoolteacher 
or even a veterinarian. Each 
chapter is broken up to describe 
certain aspects of a different 
job, with sections that give the 
reader background about the po­
sition, average salaries, pros and 
cons and even probable hours of 
work. 
But perhaps the most inter­
esting section of each chapter 
is the layout of a common daily 
schedule in that particular field 
of work. For example, a certain 
alternative-medicine practi­
tioner's day often consists of 
waking up to a nice cup of green 
tea, followed by some interest­
ing appointments throughout the 
day (including an old man with 
killer back pains) and finishing 
up with a nice visit to the local 
gym in hopes of meeting some 
"prospective patients." Ah, what 
an exciting career choice. 
The most interesting career 
path in the book has to be the 
chapter about the always-fash­
ionable and never-dull job 
of the doula, who provides 
emotional and informational 
support to women throughout 
the birthing process. Although 
they can command between 
$1000 and $1500, doulas do 
set the "stress-o-meter" pretty 
high, receiving seven out of 10 
due to the emotional toll taking 
care of a pregnant woman may 
have on the body. And though 
some pros include the good pay 
and the constant ability to be in­
volved in the magical process of 
childbirth, the occasional hor­
monal client can always serve 
as a turn-off. 
Despite my limited knowl­
edge in the field of educational 
career books, I don't believe 
that there has ever been a book 
as fully rounded, organized and 
flat out honest as "What's That 
Job." So for those of you who 
once dreamed of becoming a 
band manager, a fashion de­
signer or even a private investi­
gator, Rosen's book is not only a 
helpful way to find good career 
advice, but it's also a must read. 
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Ingrid Michaelson releases sophomore effort 




You may know Ingrid Mi­
chaelson from her line, "If 
you are chilly, here take my 
sweater," used in the Old Navy 
commercial, or perhaps you 
have seen the music video for 
the song "The Way I Am" on 
VH1, where she was featured as 
one of the "You Oughta Know" 
artists on the rise. Michaelson is 
an indie/pop singer, pianist and 
song-writer from Staten Island. 
Despite becoming more well-
known, Michaelson interestingly 
has self-produced her albums for 
lack of being signed. Her latest 
album, "Girls and Boys," is her 
sophomore album, following 
2005's "Slow the Rain." Mi­
chaelson's soft, sweet melodies 
seem simple, but her lyrics are 
more complex and emotional. 
In "Die Alone," the upbeat, 
feel-good opening track of 
"Girls and Boys," Michaelson is 
happy and new in love. "I never 
thought I could love anyone, 
...maybe I won't die alone." 
She expresses a similar senti­
ment of previously doubting her 
ability to love and be loved in 
"Overboard": "I never thought I 
would be the type to fall over... 
fall overboard." It is clear that 
she cherishes intimate relation­
ships that express appreciation 
and acceptance. 
One of the most notable songs 
on the album is "Breakable," in 
which her sweet vocals change 
dynamics, accompanied by 
busy piano in the background. 
The line "We are so fragile, our 
cracking bones make noise" is an 
example of the clever metaphors 
found in many of her lyrics. 
"The Hat" has more percus­
sion, starting off slow and mean­
ingful but becoming more upbeat 
and rhythmic with the chorus. 
In this song, Michaelson recalls 
how she knitted her first hat for 
her first love, and although it 
was too small, he "wore it just 
COURTESY OF DEBORAH LOPEZ 
Ingrid Michaelson's album "Girls and Boys" delivers simpje melodies. 
the same." This exemplifies an 
overall theme of her lyrics: valu­
ing personal connections and 
remembering details. She often 
writes about little things that she 
finds meaning in remembering. 
In "The Hat," she continues 
with additional charming recol­
lections like "We were 17 again 
together" and "I should tell you 
that you were my first love." In 
"The Way I Am" she appreci­
ates the little things with the line 
"I love the way you say good 
morning. 
Tracks in the second half of 
the album, such as "Glass" and 
"December Baby," are more 
melancholy. In "Glass" she sug­
gests that a relationship is be­
coming old and starting to end: 
"You see through me like I'm not 
there... I cannot find the heart I 
gave to you." She sometimes 
seems to lack self-confidence 
in relationships as in "Decem­
ber Baby" when she says to her 
lover, "You have had your fill of 
me." This track is a bit boring 
and not as catchy as some of her 
other songs, with a rhythm that 
is all over the place and lyrics 
as simple as "the colored lights, 
they brightly shine." 
Overall, Michaelson's voice 
and style are veiy refreshing, 
but many of her songs consist 
of repetitive lyrics. Her mellow 
voice and melodies contain emo­
tional, meaningful lyrics. She is a 
fresh artist with a pure voice and 
deeper lyrics, definitely worth 
checking out. 
Test driving Mario Kart Wii 
BY PETER CHO 
STAFF WRITER 
Mario Kart Wii is the latest 
installment of the Mario Kart 
series and will be released in 
North America on April 27. The 
game will allow four friends to 
race locally, and up to 12 play­
ers to race through an Internet 
connection. The game will also 
introduce a new accessory to the 
Wii console, the Wii Wheel. 
Nintendo hosted the Mario 
Kart Wii Driving School last 
weekend at Belmont Park, 
giving people a chance to pre­
view the game and to try out the 
new Wii Wheel. 
I showed up to the event to 
see an entire pit crew decked out 
in grey Mario Kart jumpsuits 
and Red M hats and Green L 
hats. I overheard two members 
of the pit crew say "Hey we're 
running low on mushrooms and 
bananas." Interesting. 
After getting my picture taken 
for my "Mario Kart Driver's 
License," I quickly picked up a 
Wii Wheel and got to racing. 
The first thing I noticed was 
that you could race motorcycles. 
Awesome. The second thing I 
noticed was that the Wii Wheel 
definitely takes some getting 
used to. It isn't connected to a 
base, so you have to hold the 
wheel in the air in front of you. 
It is a bit awkward at first, but 
once you get the hang of it, it 
definitely beats the N64 and 
Gamecube controllers in play-
ability. 
There are 32 tracks, with 16 
brand new tracks, and 16 tracks 
that are remakes of older tracks 
from prior Mario Kart games. 
Some of the old favorites are 
there, including Mario Race­
way and Sherbet Land, the one 
with the penguins that slide into 
you. 
Racers have the option of 
playing with three different 
karts or three different motor­
cycles. Undoubtedly there will 
be unlockable karts and charac­
ters, true to Nintendo form. 
A good portion of my time 
was spent playing the new B attle 
Mode. They've definitely im­
proved upon the gameplay, and 
the scoring is based on number 
of balloons popped rather than 
first team eliminated. 
Each match consists of three 
rounds, with the best out of 
three declared champion. 
Anyways, I've got two bal­
loons left and a Chain Chomp is 
tearing down the desert straight 
towards me. I'm heading franti­
cally towards a question mark 
block in hopes of getting some­
thing good, but with my luck 
this round, it's unlikely. I veer 
dangerously close to a passing 
green Koopa shell as I hit the 
question mark block. Crap, it's 
a single banana, which is basi­
cally useless. My team is down 
14 points and I've got a single 
banana, a chain chomp on my 
tail, and Mario and DK (my 
supposed teammates) are no­
where to be found. Great. 
PETER CH0/THE VISTA 
Test driving the newest Wii game: Mario Kart. 
Art imitates music 
BY KIRBY BROOKS 
STAFF WRITER 
If you've been to any col­
lege across the nation then 
you've seen the stereotypical 
band posters plastered on dorm 
room walls. Posters like the 
Jim Morrison sans shirt solo 
shot, the Pink Floyd "Dark 
Side of the Moon" album cover 
and the ever-popular Beatles 
"Abbey Road." Without dis­
missing the greatness of these 
bands or denying the fact that 
I have personally owned the 
aforementioned posters, there 
is a new host of concert post­
ers in town that are drastically 
changing the genre. 
Artists like Tara McPher-
son, Dan Stiles and Diana 
Sudyka have lent their talent 
to designing band posters that 
legitimately qualify as art. 
Nicknamed "gig posters," they 
are meant to be collected and 
framed and have achieved the 
status of high-end, collectible 
art. McPherson, the reining 
poster artist, has designed gig 
posters for bands such as Beck 
and Modest Mouse in addition 
to being a contributing illus­
trator for Spin magazine and 
Vertigo Comics. 
Indie bands like The De-
cemberists, Cat Power, Feist 
and the Psychedelic Furs have 
all hopped on the gig poster 
bandwagon, and more bands 
are sure to follow. Part of the 
allure of gig posters is that art­
ists only produce 100 to 300 
prints for each show, so sup­
plies are limited. 
COURTESY OF JOHN MAVR0UDIS 
A gig poster from a Feist con­
cert. 
True fans will pay a pretty 
penny to obtain a poster from 
a memorable show of their fa­
vorite band. And because artists 
rarely make more once a gig 
poster is sold out, "flipping" is 
popular. A gig poster will sell 
for $25 the first time around, 
only to reappear on eBay days 
later with an asking price that 
has doubled, or even tripled. 
Case in point: a Radiohead gig 
poster is currently going for 
$700 on eBay. 
In order to get a gig poster 
from your favorite band with­
out breaking the bank, go to 
Flatstock 16, Mecca of the 
gig-poster world. Flatstock 
16 is held in conjunction with 
Austin's famed music festival 
South by Southwest (www. 
flatstock.com). You can also 
purchase gig posters online at 
www.gigposters.com. 
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TORERO FOR LITOU!! 
FOR THE BEST MOVE 
IN SAN DIEGO! 
"NOW IS THE TIME TO 
BUY FORECLOSURES!" 
C R O W N  & C R O W N  
USD REALTOR FOR BUYING, 





EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS 
,*619-977-3174 
Classifieds 
Child Development Centers. 
The University of Northern 
Iowa has internships available 
with U.S. Military Child 
Development Centers in 
Germany, Italy, England, 
Belgium, Portugal, Hawaii and 
Florida (Key West) beginning 
August 2008. Related college 
coursework and experience 
required. Airfare and housing 
are paid and a living stipend 
provided. Interns receive 12 
hrs of college credit from UNI 
(graduate or undergraduate). 
Make a Difference! College of 
Education, School of HPELS. 
Call Susan Edginton 319-273-
5947 or sulsan.edginton@uni. 
edu for more information. Please 
put INTERNSHIP- SDSU/CA in 
CAPS in the subject line of your 
email. 
2 la jolla 1 bedroom condos 
for sale 279k each. 1 3 bedroom 
townhome for sale - walking 
distance to usd 445k - 2 car 
garage. Call seth, remax agent 
Seth O'Byrne, RE/MAX 
Associates La Jolla 
WRITERS: 
WE HAD LIKE TWO PEOPLE 
SHOW UP AT OUR WRITERS' 
MEETING TUESDAY. 
WHERE ARE YOU GUYS? 
DON'T FORGET IF YOU 
CTPurrn TTD FHD PD rriTTt ollrliLl/ llr I UK urvtJJIlI 
WRITERS'MEETINGS ARE 
EVERY TUESDAY AT 12:30 
IN UC114B. 
cprYA TUFRF M JLI JLS X XjL X XX XJ XVXJ • 
Do you want to 
work for The 
Vista? 
Keep an eye out 
for section editor 
applications at the 
end of the month 
Need advice? 
Jilla is here to help! 
Submit a question 




with your questions 
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SPORTS 
Raymond Ayala Sports Editor rayala@usdvista.com 
Sportsworthy: 
"The key is not the 'will to win'. . . everybody has that. It is 
the will to prepare to win that is important. " 
-Hall of Fame Coach Bob Knight 
Leave the 
torch alone 
BY RAYMOND AYALA 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Yesterday the Olympic tofch, one of' 
the most honorable symbols in sports, 
was disgraced. The city of San Fran­
cisco joined the likes of London and 
Paris as major cities to protest the 2008 
Olympics in Beijing. The torch will 
only be making one trip through the 
United States, and the city they chose 
to showcase the torch was in San Fran­
cisco. 
San Francisco was a bad choice to 
showcase the Olympic torch, and this 
is coming from someone who lived 
18 years in the city. I have seen what 
protestors in the city have done during 
times of war and times of controversy, 
and the Olympic committee should 
have taken that into consideration, 
since there is much debate surrounding 
the Olympics this summer. 
It is no surprise that San Francisco, 
one of the most liberal cities in the 
country, would hold protests. But what 
I am afraid of is someone hurting him 
or herself or others during the protest. 
This has happened before, and since 
this is such a passionate topic for people 
that something may go terribly wrong. 
Many have protested against hold­
ing the Olympics in Beijing because 
of China's human rights policies and 
because the air quality in the country is 
potentially harmful to the athletes. The 
government of China still stands firmly 
behind holding the Olympics, and feels 
that the protests are completely unnec­
essary. 
On Monday, protestors in San Fran­
cisco climbed up the Golden Gate 
Bridge and hung Free Tibet signs. This 
is just another unnecessary distraction 
that will accomplish nothing. 
I do not agree with China's human 
rights policies; I actually think they are 
extremely outdated and unfair. But this 
is not on China, this is on the Olympic 
committee. They ruled that the games 
were to be played in China, and this 
event is about the athletes, not about 
the government. Though it is not an 
ideal situation, the fact is that Beijing 
prepared many years to have the Olym­
pics in their city, and that is where they 
are going to take place, no matter what 
any protestor does. So protestors can 
attempt to extinguish the Olympic torch 
as much as they want - the games will 
still go on. 
Baseball completes sweep of Zags 
BY JUSTIN SAKS 
STAFF WRITER 
Heading into his final year at the Uni­
versity of San Diego, Logan Gelbrich 
was being counted on to not only be a 
leader but also an offensive force in the 
Toreros lineup. The first few weeks of 
the season Gelbrich struggled to keep 
his batting average above .200 and his 
power numbers were nearly invisible. 
After a good series two weekends ago 
against Santa Clara, he caught fire this 
past week in a three-game series against 
conference rival Gonzaga and a game 
against USC. 
Over the course of the week, Gelbrich 
batted 7-for-16 (.467) with two doubles, 
four home runs and six RBI. During the 
sweep of Gonzaga, Gelbrich belted a 
home run in each of the three contests, 
including two in Saturday's game. His 
hot streak at the plate raised his batting 
average to .283 and gave him five home 
runs and 16 RBI on the season while 
earning him WCC Player of the Week 
honors. 
The Toreros moved up several spots in 
the latest Baseball America and Rivals, 
com top 25 polls to a No. 13 national 
ranking. After a tough 3-2 midweek 
loss to USC, the Toreros rebounded on 
Friday behind ace Brian Matusz, who 
was named WCC Pitcher of the Month 
for March after going 4-0 and posting a 
microscopic 0.27 ERA. 
The Toreros capitalized in the game 
on 11 hits and five Gonzaga errors to 
pick up a 10-2 win. They got things 
started in the third inning, scoring three 
runs on three hits. The Toreros continued 
to pour it on in the fourth inning when 
they scored three more runs on only two 
hits. That would prove to be more than 
enough support than the all-American 
pitcher Matusz would need. Matusz 
picked up the win, improving his record 
to 6-1 on the season while pitching 
seven innings and allowing seven hits 
and two unearned runs and striking out 
eight to lower his ERA on the season to 
1.57. Nick McCoy led the offense going 
3-for-4 with two RBI. Gelbrich was 2-
for-3 at the dish and belted a home run. 
The only other batter to get multiple hits 
on the day was Sean Nichol who went 
2-for-4. 
On Saturday, the Toreros used their 
long ball to beat the Bulldogs. Gelbrich 
went yard twice and both James Meador 
Above: Sophomore outfielder Kevin Muno is congratulated by his teammates as he-
returns to the dugout. 
Below: Freshman pitcher Kyle Blair hurls a ball towards home plate. Blair improved 
his record to 3-3 by completing the sweep over Gonzaga on Sunday. 
and Jose Valerio hit their first career 
home runs in the Toreros 7-4 victory. All 
three mashers were 3-for-4 at the plate 
and picked up all seven RBI with Meador 
accounting for three of while Gelbrich 
and Valerio picked up two apiece. The 
Toreros and Bulldogs traded runs in the 
first two innings and then again in the 
fourth before the Toreros pulled away in 
the fifth. all-American Josh Romanski 
notched the win improving to 5-0 on the 
season. Romanski allowed four runs on 
nine hits in 5.1 innings of work. 
After already securing the series vic­
tory, the Toreros went for the sweep on 
Sunday behind the pitching of freshman 
Kyle Blair. Blair allowed only three runs 
on five hits in over six innings of work 
to even his record at 3-3 and redshirt 
freshman Darrin Campbell picked up 
his first career save. Gonzaga opened 
the game taking a 2-0 lead in the first 
behind a Ryan Wiegand two-run shot. 
Gelbrich doubled in Toreros part of the 
first to score Romanski and cut the Bull­
dogs lead in half. In the second inning 
the Toreros grabbed the lead rallying 
with two outs to score two runs getting 
solid at bats from McCoy, Kevin Muno 
and Romanski. With the lead already 
at two in the seventh inning, Gelbrich 
blasted his fourth home ran of the series 
to give the Toreros a 7-3 lead. The To­
reros added a couple more insurance 
runs in the eighth to put the score at its 
final 9-3. Once again, Gelbrich was the 
offensive force. He went 2-for-4 with a 
double, home run and three RBI. 
Gelbrich will look to continue his 
batting surge to give the Toreros the of­
fense they need. 
Week in Review 
BY RAYMOND AYALA 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Women's lacrosse 
The women's lacrosse team has 
one of the largest winning streaks in 
the program's history, winning four in 
^o^ove^hepas^ougleo^eeks^ 
They have been led by junior Jacqui 
Taylor. This season has been one of 
the most successful since the women's 
lacrosse program began play. 
Next Game: The Toreros will con­
clude their season with games this 
weekend on the road. 
Men's crew 
The men's crew team will be par­
ticipating in the San Diego City Cham­
pionship race. The team is extremely 
young with no seniors on the roster. 
Next Match: The Toreros men's crew 
team will be in action on April 12 as 
they participate in the City Champion­
ship race. 
Women's softball 
The women's softball team has hit 
a bit of a rough patch, losing seven 
of their last eight games. The Tore­
ros have been led by junior Lindsay 
Fleet who has been playing very well 
lately. She is currently batting .328 
and has four home runs and 31 RBI. 
Sophomore Carey Cascicola has 
been a good compliment to Fleet, 
batting .350 and scoring 24 runs. 
Next game: The Toreros will play 
back-to-back doubleheaders on April 
12 and 13. 
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Bill Grier to remain the leader of USD basketball 
BY RAYMOND AYALA 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Torero's men's' basketball head 
coach Bill Grier has decided to spurn 
interest from Pac-10 schools and return 
to the University of San Diego next 
season. 
The speculation started last week 
when Grier and St. Mary's Head Coach 
Randy Bennett were named as possible 
successors to Oregon State head coach 
John Jay, who was fired after a disap­
pointing season. 
Last week there was speculation that 
Grier was receiving heavy interest from 
Oregon State, and USD's coach even 
visited OSU's campus. Grier described 
the meeting between OSU and. himself 
as a "feeling out process." On Monday 
the San Diego Union-Tribune reported 
that Grier had accepted the position at 
OSU, based on a blog by an Oregonian 
reporter. 
Later on in that day, Grier felt the 
heat from the media as he attended the 
USD basketball banquet to honor the 
NCAA Tournament teiim. He decided 
to address the issue by saying that he 
was' still considering his options. 
After this banquet, Grier headed to 
San Antonio to watch the Final Four. 
While in San Antonio on April 3, Grier 
announced'that he was staying at the 
University of San Diego. 
"I have decided to stay at USD be­
cause I strongly feel in my heart that 
this is what is best for me and my 
family right now," Grier said on the 
USD athletics website. 
The Oregon State basketball pro­
gram is in disarray right now, after a 
season which included an 0-18 Pac 
Ten Conference finish and a 21-game 
losing streak. The job was appealing 
to Grier though, because he has family 
in Oregon and the salary offered by a 
Pac-10 school is usually a lot larger 
then what a WCC school can offer. 
Many compared the possible suc­
cess of the job to a team that was once 
in Oregon State's position, the Wash­
ington State Cougars were once the 
basement dwellers of the Pac-10, but 
since hiring Head Coach Tony Bennett 
in 2006-2007, they have been nothing 
short of spectacular. Many compared 
taking this job to the same circum­
stances and possible successes that 
Bennett has had. 
Grier was also rumored to be a pos­
sible candidate for the Cal coaching 
position, but Cal eventually hired Mike 
Montgomery as their new head coach. 
Montgomery previously coached at 
Stanford. 
Grier returns to a USD program that, 
barring a surprise will return the entire 
lineup from their WCC Championship 
and NCAA Tournament season. He 
will also be adding some much needed 
height in 6-foot-7 inch transfer forward 
Lucian DeSouza. 
COURTESY OF USD ATHLETICS 
Coach Bill Grier coaches the Toreros during the NCAA Tournament. Grier will be 
returning to USD for a second season, after rumors of his departure. 
Padres look to recapture NL West supremacy 
BY RAYMOND AYALA 
SPORTS EDITOR 
The San Diego Padres have one of 
the lowest payrolls in all of baseball, yet 
year after year they are as competitive 
as the big market teams. In a division 
where pitching may be some of the best 
in the game, the Padres are a team that 
can lay claim to one of the best pitching 
staffs in the country. Combine that with 
pitcher-friendly Petco Park and you 
have a team that will be making a push 
for a playoff berth come September. 
The Padres pitching staff is lead by 
2007 Cy Young award winner Jake 
Peavy. Though there has been some 
early controversy surrounding Peavy 
and his "dirty" hand against the Dodg­
ers, he has still performed extremely 
well thus far this year. 
Chris Young is arguably one of the 
best up and coming pitchers in the 
league, and is lucky enough to be pick­
ing up tips from 300 game winner Greg 
Maddux. These three core pitchers will 
look to anchor the Padres staff, and the 
addition of veterans Randy Wolf and 
Mark Prior rounds out one of the best 
staffs in baseball. 
The hitting is not as promising for 
the Padres. But still has the potential to 
be good. First basemen Adrian Gonza­
lez had a breakout season last year and 
is off to a fast starts already this season, 
racking up a couple of homeruns and 
adding six RBI's to his season totals. 
The Padres will need third basemen 
Kevin Kouzmanoff and shortstop 
Khalil Greene to improve their offen­
sive numbers and help out Gonzalez on 
the offensive end. 
The San Diego Padres are considered one of the top contenders for the NL West title. 
The Padres are in their fifth season at beautiful Petco Park in downtown San Diego. 
The bullpen is what it always has 
been - solid. Though closer Trevor 
Hoffman has struggled early, the bull­
pen is still going strong with Cla Mer­
edith and Heath Bell shutting down 
opponents with a combined 0.00 ERA 
through 7.2 innings pitched. 
This team is very similar to the 2007 
team that played the Rockies in a one-
game playoff to determine the NL Wild 
Card last season. As most Padres fans 
will remember, the game ended on a 
controversial call that saw Colorado 
outfielder Matt Holliday called safe 
at home. The Padres were eliminated 
from playoff contention and it left a 
sour taste in their mouths. Fans should 
be sure that the Padres will look to use 
this taste as their fuel for the season, as 
they look to win the NL West again. 
The 2008 Padres will be competing 
with the Arizona Diamondbacks, Los 
Angeles Dodgers and Colorado Rock­
ies for the NL West title this season, 
with the San Francisco Giants destined 
for the basement of baseball. 
In order for the Padres to pull off 
another division title, they need to not 
only rely on their pitching but will also 
need to make sure they can solidify 
the middle of the batting lineup. If the 
Padres can put together some offense, 
they seem destined for at minimum a 
wild card berth. But if they are unsuc­
cessful, the youth-filled Arizona Dia­
mondbacks and Los Angeles Dodgers 




BY ALLISON WOLTERS 
STAFF WRITER 
At the San Diego Crew Clas­
sic 35th Regatta at Crown Point 
Shores Park at Mission Bay, held 
this past weekend April 5-6, the 
University of San Diego men's 
rowing team finished the first day 
with great results. The varsity 
eight men's squad posted a sixth 
place finish with a time of 6:17.89 
Saturday morning in the men's 
Cal Cup. 
In the novice races, coached by 
Nick Navarro, the Toreros men's 
B team captured a first place time 
of 6:14.90 ahead of Long Beach 
State University, University of 
Southern Cal B squad, Loyola 
Marymount University and Uni­
versity of Colorado. 
In the afternoon race, the men's 
varsity had a very nice race. Eight 
teams raced in the Cal Cup third 
round. The men's squad placed 
fourth with a time of 6:33.26 
behind Santa Clara, Sacramento 
State, and UC Davis. 
Sunday morning in the men's 
Cal Cup the men finished in 
second with the time of 6:05.55 
right behind Drexel. 
The men's team will look to 
build on this season during next 
week. They will be competing for 
the city championship April 12. 
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Johnson looks to put USD football on national stage 
BY ALBERT SAMAHA 
STAFF WRITER 
This is the third part of a four-part 
series on former USD quarterback 
Josh Johnson's NFL Draft process. 
Since the inception of the NFL Draft 
in 1936, 835 different colleges have 
had a player selected. From Chicago's 
Jay Berwanger, the first overall pick in 
1936, to Alabama's Ramzee Robinson, 
the last overall pick in 2007, even the 
most obscure institutions have been 
represented. From Abilene Christian to 
Youngstown State (No college begin­
ning with the letter "z" has ever had 
a player selected). From Muskingum 
College to Kutztown University. From 
Wake Forest to Lake Forest. From J.C. 
Smith University to Philander Smith 
College. 
Despite the lack of exclusivity, how­
ever, the University of San Diego re­
mains absent from this esteemed group 
of pipelines to the pros. This program 
has had less NFL Draft picks than 
powerhouse by comparison San Diego 
Junior College, a school no longer in 
existence. Last year former USD wide 
receiver Michael Gasperson did become 
the first player in school history to make 
an active 5 3-man roster when he suited 
up for the Philadelphia Eagles. How­
ever, there is no substitution for having 
a player taken in the draft. 
Consequently, the fact that Josh 
Johnson being drafted is a matter of 
when rather than if represents a fantas­
tic steppingstone for the university. The 
newfound exposure was illustrated early 
on in the East-West Shrine Game where 
the television commentators, one of 
whom was Todd McShay, the director 
of college football scouting for Scouts 
Inc., gushed over the Toreros' highly 
touted prospect. This momentum car­
ried over to the program's official Pro 
Day which saw hundreds of coaches, 
scouts, fans and players converge onto 
the USD practice field for a chance to 
see Johnson throw the football. 
The significance of Johnson being 
drafted goes even further than this. 
National exposure will be at an all 
time high in the few minutes after he is 
selected as ESPN experts such as Mel 
Kiper Jr. dissect the strengths, weak­
nesses and potential of the USD record 
breaker on a national stage. 
Furthermore, if Johnson were to ever 
start a game on Monday Night Football, 
he would have the chance to perform 
the famous player introductions where 
the individual announces both his name 
and alma mater. It is still unknown what 
uniform he will be wearing though 
during his debut. 
Without a doubt, though, the most ex­
citing aspect of Johnson being selected 
in the draft, at least for college students 
around campus, would be his inclusion 
in Madden 2009. 
Essentially Johnson would make 
USD an even more renown institution. 
In terms of the recruiting impact, a high 
selection in the draft would be roughly 
equivalent to the Torero basketball team 
sweeping through the WCC tournament 
then beating favored UConn in the 
NCAA Tournament. 
Make sure to check back May 1, 
when we will have the fourth and final 
installment of Josh Johnson's NFL Draft 
process. 
Toreros get shining moment 
BY RAYMOND AYALA 
SPORTS EDITOR 
What an NCAA tournament it was. 
Even though Kansas ended up the 
winner of the 2008 tournament, many 
teams left the court with a feeling of 
success and accomplishment. 
During the NCAA Tournament, 
the Torero faithful who traveled to 
Tampa to watch the men's basket­
ball team pull off a stunning upset 
on the University of Connecticut 
were rewarded with television and 
newspaper coverage. On Monday, 
CBS' coverage of the NCAA Cham­
pionship concluded with its tradition 
"One Shining Moment" montage. 
During this video montage, the 
Toreros were featured in two major 
segments. The first segment, which 
lasted about 10 seconds, featured 
USD juniors Scott Novak and Hector 
Zepeda, along with other fans cheer­
ing on the Toreros in Tampa. 
Later on in the collage a 15-second 
clip featured one of the biggest shots 
in the NCAA tournament- this year. 
That shot is none other than junior 
guard De'Jon Jackson's game-win­
ning basket against the UConn Hus­
kies. 
The NCAA Tournament concluded 
with this video tribute, but the fact 
that USD got as much air time as they 
did just shows how much spirit the 
school is starting to build. 
Though USD did better then ex­
pected, maybe next year the Toreros 
can look to double their air time on 
the 2009 NCAA tournament "One 
Shining Moment." 
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA 
De'Jon Jackson was just one of the To­
reros players featured in CBS' famous 
highlight segment. 
COURTESY OF USD ATHLETICS 
Josh Johnson will most likely be the first USD football player to be drafted by an NFL 
team. Johnson is considered one of the top 10 quarterbacks in this year's draft. 
Golf team is on the rise 
BY AMBER SPRAGUE 
STAFF WRITER 
The University of San Diego men's 
golf team was in Austin, Texas over the 
weekend competing against some of the 
nation's best talent as of late. They are 
competing in the 2008 Morris Williams 
Intercollegiate. The Toreros finished in 
15th place after two rounds in day one 
competition at the University of Texas 
Golf Club. Oklahoma State, ranked fifth 
in the nation, had the first day lead after 
compiling a team score of 577. Charlie 
Holland of host Texas held a one stroke 
lead over four other golfers heading into 
Tuesday's final round. USD competed 
but had their struggles on the 7,412-yard 
layout. Blake Trimble (73-80, 153) and 
Darrin Hall (77-76, 153) are USD's top 
scorers, both tied at 49th. Along with 
Trimble and Hall are Jason Shano, 155 
(80-75) T63- Jake Yount, 157 (76-81) 
T74- Gunner Wiebe, 162 (86-76). The 
Toreros finished out the Tournament 
with a 14th place finish, not too bad for 
this young team. 
In March junior Trimble was named 
co-WCC Player of the Month, as he 
shot very well against opponents from 
all around the country. 
The Toreros will be back in action as 
they prepare for the WCC Champion- COURTESY OF USD 
ships that will take place April 15 and Junjor B|gke Trjmb|e was named 
16 in Tacoma, Wash. Golfer of the month of March. 
ATHLETICS 
co-WCC 
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Earth Day is 
coming up... 
What better way 
to celebrate than 
by recycling this 
week's Vista? 
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO STUDENTS SAVE ON AMTRAK! 
TRAVELING AROUND CALIFORNIA JUST GOT A WHOLE LOT CHEAPER 
WHAT? Amtrak California's Pacific Surfliner® trains 
and Amtrak Thruway Motorcoaches connect University of 
San Diego and San Diego to communities and destinations 
throughout California. 
WHY? It's convenient, economical, and a relaxing 
and scenic way to travel. The train is great for studying, 
sleeping, eating, or spending time with friends. 
WHEN? Amtrak Pacific Surfliner has several convenient 
departure times throughout the day offering University 
of San Diego students the opportunity to travel up and 
down the California coast at some great savings. Thruway 
Motorcoaches also connect students with Amtrak 
trains in the Central Valley and Bay Area. 
HOW do I make a reservation? Simply visit our 
website at Amtrak.com to check current fares and 
schedules. You can make reservations online, at a staffed 
station, or by calling 1-800-USA RAIL. 
WHERE do I catch the train? The San Diego Amtrak 
station is located at 1050 Kettner Boulevard at Broadway. 
Here a friendly Amtrak agent can help you with ticket 











This discount Is valid for sale 01Sep07-19Jun08 yd valid for travel 04Sep07-22Jun08 on the Pacific Surfliner, San Joaqulns and associated thruway service, including Merced to Yosemlte, all other 7000-8999 series thruways are excluded. Offer valid lor 20 percent off the best available 
poach adultrah tare tor students of ttis following California Colleges and Universities: California State University (Bakersfield and Fresno), Fresno City College (Fresno). California Polytechnic State University (San Luis Obispo), University of California (Merced, Irvine, and Santa Barbara, 
UnlrcrsRy of the Pacific (Stockton), Ur.verslty of San Diego (San Diego), San Diego State University San Diego), and Santa Barbara City College (Santa Barbara). Blackouts apply for the following dates: 20-27Nov07,14Dec07-02Jan08,20-24Mar08 and 23-26May08. Passenger must be 
a student and show a vafid student !r (when purchasing tickets and on board train) for one of the colleges listed above. Reservation must be made at least three (3) days prior to travel dat8. Once travel has begun, no changes to the Itinerary are permitted. This discount Is not valid towards 
Pl^e^r Corporation a ^ agency. Fares, routes and schedules are subject to change without notice. Other restrictions may apply. Refer to discount V363. Amtrak, Pacific Surfliner, San Joaqulns and Travel Made Simple are service marks of the National Railroad 
